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Abstract 

The purpose of this project was to recommend improvements to the bus network 

in the London Borough of Merton that would increase bus ridership, and decrease traffic 

congestion. We arrived at these conclus ions after rev iewing the literature on different 

international bus systems, examining the exist ing bus network in Merton, and 

interviewing traffic experts. OUf report identifies several changes to the ex isting bus 

network that will improve the bus service and inc rease ridership. 
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Executive Summary 

The goal of our project was to recommend improvements to the bus network to 

meet the chang ing transportation needs of the London Borough of Merton. Many factors 

were taken into account in the formulation of our final proposal. Information obtained 

th.rough the research of demographics and the current transportation system in Merron, as 

well as interviews , a focus group, and surveys were all important in determining our 

proposal. 

Through our evaluation of Merton's demographics and current transportation 

system, areas were located in which potential improvements could be made. These 

included inadequate or unserviced areas, congested areas , and new industrial areas. Once 

these locations were identified, potentia l solutions were proposed for these problems. 

Following the evaluation of the transportation system in Merton, a set of 

iOlerviews was conducted with transportation officials and engineers working for the 

London Borough of Merton and London Transport. The purpose of these interviews was 

to gain insight into the transportation systems of both Merton and London from 

experienced professionals . Additionally , these experts reviewed some of our poremial 

recommendations to determine their feasibility. It was very importam to obtain opinions 

from profeSSionals in the field who either supported our ideas or had constructive 

crit ic isms. 

In addition (Q the interviews, surveys and a focus group were conducted to obtain 

the general opinion of the public concerning the current transportation system and our 

proposed ideas. These were helpfu l in providing a view from first hand users of the 

system, and in identifying problem areas that our team missed. Additionally, surveys 



were conducted of private transportation users, to determine the reasons for their choice 

of transportation mode. 

Once thi s data was compi led, we formu lated a fina l proposal, which relied heavily 

on the information obtained from the interviews wi th the professional transportation 

engi neers and officials. This proposal includes express routes connecting major town 

centres, additional routes into unserviced areas, and modifications to the existing routes. 

Also included in our proposal were the addit ion of park and ride services and a restricted 

access lane. The addit ion of the express routes could increase bus use by ten percent. 

Our fina l proposal was presented to the London Borough of Merton. 

,v 
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1.0 Introduction 

Merton contains 170,000 people and encompasses 9,380 acres of land. The influx 

of money from its 3,500 small to medium sized businesses has resulted in an increased 

prosperity of the area. However, with the new prosperi ty , have come problems. If 

present trends continue, the increase in ca r ownership in Merton by 2010 will be between 

83 percent and 142 percent , fa r beyond the road capac ity. To reduce the rate of growth in 

car ownership and to accommodate ex isting businesses, Merton has implemented ideas 

frol11 the Alternative Movement Strategy (AMS). The AMS is a document indicating 

problem areas in public transportation and their possib le solutions in the borough of 

Merton. 

The goal of the AMS is to encourage a greater use o f bus sen'ices by creating a 

higher quality bus system better designed for local needs. Part of the AMS' s answer to 

the road congest ion problem has been the construct ion of the Croydon Tramlink. The 

Croydon Tramlink is a 28·km ligh t rail system that services Merton and Croydon. 

However, other sources of public transportation such as buses will have to be used with 

the Tram link to increase public transit usage. The result will be a more comprehensive 

and efficient public transportation system. 

The goal of our project was to recommend improvements to the bus network that 

hel ped accommodate the changes that have taken place in the London Borough of 

Merton. Our aim was to design a higher quality bus system with mort frequent , rel iable 

service, and vehicles that are environmentally friendly and accessibk for all patrons. The 

new system will make appropriate use of innovative measures to achieve effic iency, and 

overall sat isfaction. The proposed bus system is integrated with the new Tramlink, in 



order to make public transportation more efficient. It was necessary to exami ne pri vate 

and public transportation patterns to accompl ish th is goal. The ana lysis of the major 

activity centers, the proposed Tramlink routes, road space, and public opinion were also 

important in the recommendation of improvements to the bus network. Research of the 

South and West London Transport Conference (SWEL TRAC) proceedings, international 

bus systems, innovations in bus transportation, space availability, and the current public 

transportation strategies and polices in the London area also were taken into 

considerat ion. 

We believe that our project will be helpful to residents of Merton and surrounding 

London Boroughs, as well as to London Transport. Passengers will benefit through a 

simplified and economical transportation network that will better meet their transport 

needs at lower costs than private automobile transportation. London Transport will 

benefit through increased ridership, a decrease in road congestion, and an increase in 

revenue. 

The proposed bus network was presented to SWEL TRAC, and the London 

Borough of Merton. An oral presentation as wel l as a written report was submitted at the 

conclusion of the project to both of these organizations. The results were used to make a 

recommendation for an improved bus network in Merton and the surrounding areas. 
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2.0 Literature Review 

In Merton today, transportation is encountering many difficult ies that must be 

addressed. The Bus System Enhancement sect ion or the Alternate Movement Strategy 

has been developed to address these problems with plans to renovate the transportat ion 

system. The aim orthe proposed strategy is to encourage people to use public 

transportation instead of cars due to insufficient road space. The Bus 3ystem 

Enhancement plan stales that the Borough would like to see the adJllion o f services to 

their existing bus system (Alternate Movement Strategy, 1991). In vrder to propose 

suitable bus service changes it was necessary to complete a literature review. 

This literature review looks at the history of bus transportation, different bus 

systems, and different routes. Bus system designing, planning and quality standards are 

discussed in this chapter. Since it is imperative to look at examples of where certain 

types of systems have succeeded and failed, case studies have been included. 

2.1 History 

The first passenger bus was "a single twenty four passenger, louble deck motor 

bus," that was introduced to the United States in 1905 (Miller, 1960, IJ. 153). The success 

of this type of transportat ion led to the addition of thirty· four more I uses over the next 

three years on that particular route in New York. Despite its popularity and usefulness in 

New York, a weak power generator and lack of structural safety prevented other cities 

from using the vehicle. Even fifteen years later, on ly sixty motorbuses operated in the 

entire United States (Miller, 1960). Changes had to be made in the construction and 

design of buses or they would not be universally accepted as a fo rm of public 

transportation. Between 1920 and 1922, some major changes were made in bus des ign. 
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The chassis we re made specifically for the bus instead of mounted on truck bodies, and 

the entrance step was lowered. Other improvements were to the buses' structural 

integrity, a lower center of gravity, an extra long wheel base, and wider tire treads to 

improve handling characteri st ics. Additionally, springs were added for a smoother ride, 

engi ne power was increased, and the interior was made more attractive (Encyclopedia 

Brit3lUlica , 1973). 

The nex t major innovation in buses occurred in 1926, when the engi ne was moved 

to a locat ion under the body of the bus. Gas electric o r di esel electric engines we re also 

added to replace the exist ing out of date engines. These gas or diesel engines drove a 

generator, which powered electric motors over the rear wheels. The main advantage to 

these engines was the elimination of manual gear shifting, resulting in reduced wear and 

tear on the engines and a smoother ride. Air suspension was also added to improve the 

quality of the ride (Encyclopedia Britannica, 1973). These improvements played a key 

role in mOlor transportation 's increased popularity. By 1930, the num ber of buses in 

operation had ri sen to over 13,000. That number cont inued to rise steadily to 64,000 in 

1993 (Edwards, 1996). 

2.2 Oesign 

In order to operate effectively, public transpo rtation must usua ll y confront two 

problems. The first is the ab ility to provide transportation for those who are not ab le to 

provide their own. The second is how to move a large number of pcp pie between a small 

number of locations. Unfortunate ly, the situation in suburban areas is just the oppos ite. 

There is a demand fo r a small nwnber of trips, between a diverse number oflocations. 
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These two perplexing problems must be accounted for when planning for effecti ve and 

cost effi cient bus routes. 

2.21 Profile 

The goal of public transportation is to provide a transport syMem that will cover 

the present and projected travel needs of its consumers, and be able to adj ust, to satisfy 

transport needs not originally add ressed (Steel , 1969). Before dete rmining what type of 

bus network to establish in an area, a comprehensive profile of til e area must be 

compiled. The profi le determines some basic object ives that should be satisfied by the 

system along with considering residential and commercial needs. 

One aspec t of an area profile is demographics. Demographics include the 

residentia l and employment concentrations of the immediate area containing the transport 

system, as we ll as nearby areas whose citizens will use the system. The res ident ial and 

employment concentrations identify where people, live and work. 'fh i::: allows a 

transportation system to be speci fi cally adapted to the primary users. 

The area profile must also include a study of the laws in the area that governs 

transportation. The policies Ihal govern the area could either help or hinder certain publ ic 

transportation methods. These policies affect the dec isions made by companies in charge 

of the planning and constructing of the system and sometimes result in higher costs and 

delays (Steel , 1969). 

2.22 Planning 

To begin the planning of a bus route it is first necessary to understand a number of 

defin itions and classifications which are used to characterize and evaluate a given 

situation. The fi rst of these is the ri ght of way, (R/W), which is defined as a strip of land 
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on which the bus operates. The right of way is broken into three di stinct categories, ca ll ed 

category 1, 2, and 3. Category I is a full y iso lated route with no grade crossings or 

access by other vehicles. Category 2 is not fully isolated, but rather consists of routes 

that are separated longitudinally from other traffic, wi th no regular intersections or grade 

crossings for vehicles or pedestr ians. An example of a category I wou ld be a rail track, 

which has no crossing, or access by other vehicles. An example of;:, category 2 however, 

would be a street running tram, which would have separation from other traffic, but 

would run on the road with other traffic. The street running tram is <:eparated but not 

isolated. Category 3 consists of regular streets wi th mixed traffic. Most bus systems fall 

into category 3 (Khisty , 1990). 

Once it has been decided that a system should be des igned or modified, there are 

many methods that can be used. The method used must be specifically designed to meet 

the needs of thal particular area. The fo llowing is one possible method of organizing or 

modifying a system. 

In the Khisly method, it is important to determine the passenger-carrying capacity 

of the various roads that are under consideration as possible routes . Tbe passenger

carrying capacity is defined as "the maxi mum number of people that can be carried past a 

given location during a given period of time, under specified operating conditions" 

(Khisty, 1990, p.380). The passenger capacity of a route is dependent on four main 

factors. These factors are the maximum number of vehicles per transit area, the passenger 

capacity per vehic le, the minimum possib le time spacing between indi vidual vehicles, 

and the number of lanes in the roads. Knowledge of these fac tors is an important 

consideration when evaluating or planning a transportation system (Khisty 1990). 
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2.3 Sys tems 

The next step in the planning process is the selection of a speci fi c bus system. 

There are three main types of bus systems used to sat isfy the different needs of transit 

passengers. These systems consist of demand responsi ve, fixed schedule, and express 

mode bus systems. Each of these systems has individual strengths and weakness thai 

must be evaluated in order to apply them effectively to a given environment. 

2.31 Demand Responsive 

Demand respons ive bus systems are the most common bus systems used. They 

are a "transportation service characteri zed by fl exible routing and scheduli ng of. .. 

vehicles to provide door to door or point to point transportation at the user's demand," 

(Stanley, J 983, p. 73). The basic idea is to respond to the consumers needs which fall 

into four distinct categori es. They are multiple home origins to one destination, multiple 

home orig ins to a few destinations, multiple home origins to multiple destinations, and 

multiple home origins to mul tiple destinations via a central interchange point 

(Hutchinson, 1960). 

The purpose of multiple home origins to one dest ination system is to take 

passengers from different places to one central location. From there, they have access to 

other modes of transportation to assist them in either arriving at thei r final destination, or 

other major activity centers. The multiple home origins to few desti\lations system is 

similar to the previously mentioned system, except with a wider range of dest inations. 

Areas with a variety of activity centers would be more apt to subscribe to this method. 

The multip le home origins to mult iple destinations system is a "modified version ofa 

taxi ," which a llows the passengers to decide their places of arrival and departure. This 
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method is mainly employed by charter bus services (Hutchi nson, 1960, p. 223). Multiple 

home origins to many destinations via a central interchange point is closely related to the 

fi rst method described. Except in the latter, the central interchange lloi nt is meant to 

transfer passengers to different service centers, not to different areas. of the town 

(Hutchinson, \960). 

With every system, certa in disadvantages also must be taken into consideration 

when evaluating effecti veness . One of the major disadvantages with the demand

responsive bus system is a very high maintenance cost. These high costs are the result of 

the large distances traveled by individual vehicles to meet the passengers needs. 

2.32 Fixed Schedule 

The fixed schedule system is a method used in cities such as Atlanta, Boston, and 

San Francisco. Its purpose is to pick up and drop off passengers as close to their 

destinations as possible (Stan ley, 1983). This system has preset stops at preset times, 

short travel di stances, and low speeds. To make the system more effective lanes mai nl y 

for buses, called bus lanes, have been added in many cit ies (Edwards, 1992). These lanes 

are meant to decrease the effect that local traffic congestion has on the operating times of 

the buses. A problem with this system is that its routes are fixed. Consequently, the 

routes must be periodically updated to meet the changi ng needs and locations of 

businesses and communities. 

2.33 Express 

Express bus systems can also be ca ll ed limited-stop bus service because the stops 

are infrequent and specified. The distances covered by the buses can be greater than 

three miles and travel speeds can exceed fi fty miles per hour. Exprc;s systems are 
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usually used to provide service for three types of facilities, fringe parking areas, bus 

stations, and terminals. At frin ge, parking areas travelers can park their cars and transfer 

to an express bus. Bus stations are used for loading, unloading, and transfer areas for 

local buses and private cars, and have short travel distances. Terminals are faci lities 

meant for quick loading, unloading and dist ributions of passengers and goods 

(Hutchinson, 1974). Cit ies such as Chicago, Cleveland, and Houston are known to use 

these types of express bus systems. Like every method there are problems associated with 

the express bus system. These include long waits and fewer destinations for riders to 

choose from (Edwards, 1992). 

2.4 Routes 

Once the proper system has been determined for an area, it is necessary to define 

its travel routes. These routes are the paths taken by transportation vehicles to get 

passengers from one point to another. They are set up to meet the transport needs of a 

variety of people and situations. The five major routes in use are radial routes, 

c ircumferent ial routes, cross-town routes, feeder routes, and shuttle routes. Each route 

has its own separate function. 

Radia l routes bring people from outlying cit ies and towns inl') the area 's major 

activity cen ters. These routes can best be described as spokes on a wheel, where the 

center of the wheel is the destinat ion of the majority of the traffic. Radial routes usually 

represent the quickest way to gel into the city, and allow people to accomplish a variety 

of tasks including work , shopping, and enterta inment (Hutchinson, 1974). However, 

since major activ ity centers change as an area develops, the routes can become outdated 

quickly and must be updated regularly (Rosenbloom, 1990). 
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The need for travel between suburbs led to the advent of cirl.umferential routes. 

Circumferent ial routes provide a mode of travel for passengers who want to go from one 

ou tlying area to another, without passing through a major business district. These routes 

sometimes form circles around large cit ies and can serve as connectors to rad ial routes. 

The resulting combinations of circumferential and radial routes are referred to as a Spoke 

and Wheel network. The circumferent ial routes are used to transport people around the 

outskirts of the city and to radial routes (Edwards, 1992). 

The need to travel relatively short distances , such as across town, led to cross

town bus routes. They are meant for intra-city travel. Cross-town routes are relatively 

short and straight, and are adjacent to the major activ ity centers (Edwards, 1992). 

Feeder systems connect less populated areas to radial routes in order to facil itate 

travel to and within the central bus iness district Feeder systems encompass the areas not 

covered by radial routes and greatly decrease the amount of time needed to travel to 

work, reta il shops, restaurants, or recreat ional sites withi n the city (Hutchi nson, 1974). 

Shuttle routes are traveled by shu ltle buses that go back and forth over a particular 

route (Stanley, 1983). They can either connect to "non-central activity centers," or 

provide transpo rtat ion from the central area of activ ity to major venues (Edwards, 1992; 

Hutchinson, 1974, pp.192). 

2.5 Efficiency 

Once a specific system has been chosen for a particular route . it is necessary to 

implement an efficient operating plan for the buses. Many strategies and controls can be 

implemented to accomp lish th is. For instance, Headway-Based Control is one strategy in 

which the goal is to maintain proper separation between each bus along the route. This is 
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accomplished by having the operator set the frequency of the buses to a certain interval to 

maintain spacing. The resull is less congestion at bus terminals, since no two buses will 

be arriving at the same time, which translates into a decreased wait lime for passengers 

(U.S.D.OT 98). 

Schedule-Based Control is another strategy that can be implemented to increase 

the effi ciency of a bus transportation system (U.S.D.O.T. 98). The idea behind the 

system is that each bus maintains its own schedule, instead of maintaining a constant 

headway with other buses. This means that the buses arrive and leave a stop at 

designated times, rather than changing times to accommodate the movements of other 

buses. Each bus maintains its own specified schedule no matter how much congestion or 

bus bunching occurs. However, if each bus maintains its schedule, congestion and 

bunching should be min imized. 

Binary Schedule-Based Control is a slight modificat ion of the Schedule-Based 

Contro l method that can be implemented to increase its effectiveness. Binary Schedule

Based Control requires the buses to be either under the fu ll control of the center of 

operations or under no central cont rol at all. This means that if a bus maintains its preset 

schedule it is not cont rolled, but if it deviates either ahead or behind schedule, the center 

of operations will intervene. If a bus was rUiUling late it would be instructed to skip a 

stop, but if it was well ahead of schedule it would be held at the stop until it was back on 

the original schedule (U.S.D.OT 98). 

The efficiency of bus services is important to the development of any 

transportat ion system, especially if the system is integrated with another one. The 

efficiency is an especiall y relevant factor in Merton, where the bus system will be linked 
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with the tram.lfthe buses were not to maintai n set schedules it would be impossible for a 

commuter to rely on them to transport him to the tram stat ion to catch a tram. This is 

another important factor to consider when examining the bus network in a particular area. 

This will be important in determining which control system will suit the needs best. 

2.6 Standards 

Once a new transportation system has been developed, a set of standards is 

necessary to evaluate its performance. The Bus Goals Task Force, a group from the 

Ame rican Public Transit Authority, has developed standards to ass i ~t in evaluating a 

transportation system. These standards consider many aspects of the bus system. One 

important characteristic is the reliability of the system, which is the percentage of 

vehicles that arrive within a set time deviation from schedule. In most cases, this 

deviation standard is four minutes. However, this may vary from case to case, and 

depends on the speci ficat ions of the transit system operators (Khisly, 1990). Other 

important characteristics include the cost effecti veness of the system, quality of service, 

and service to a high percentage of the mobility market (APTA, 1997). Cost 

effectiveness is also an important faclor, since the funding ava ilable should be used in an 

effect ive manner to better the transport for more people. High quality service consists of 

service to a high percentage of the mobile market, which is reliable, safe , and clean. 

These are not the only guidel ines that can be used to evaluate and improve a 

transportation system. In Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, as well as fourteen of the thirty 

busiest bus systems in the United States, guidelines were implemented to evaluate a 

transportation system. These guidelines suggest that a heavy investment in station tracks, 

service areas, the latest technology, cleaner stops and cleaner cars are indicative of a 
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successful transportation system . In addition, these gu idel ines suggt;;::;t that a successful 

transit system should have improvements in other areas. These would include investment 

in express trains and busways in conjunction with simpl ified fares and public-private 

programs that offer passes at bargain prices. Most importantly, a trans it system should be 

involved in regional plaJUling to develop new busi nesses and homes along existing routes 

(UT, 1997), 

In suburban areas, improvements such as faster and more frequent service would 

be used to increase ridership. Efficiency wi ll also be increased by the development of 

homes and bus iness centers along the routes (UT, 1997). By following these gu idelines, 

a significant increase in bus use in Philadelphia was noted . 

When recommending bus service changes for Merton it will be beneficial fo r us 

to look at many of the same guidel ines previously mentioned. The successful 

implementation of many transport systems in metropolitan areas indicates their 

useful ness in the design process. 

2.7 Case Studies 

By looking at the individual parts described earl ier in this text, a general idea of 

what makes transportation systems successful becomes apparent However, to fully 

understand the complexity of the public transportation needed for Merton, it is necessary 

to study successful transpo rtation systems in their entirety. 

2.71 C uritiba, Brazil 

The transportation system in Curitiba, Brazil has received praise for the 

ilUlOvative design of its busway. There are many factors that make the Curitiba bus 

system successful. The first is the geometry of the bus network. There are fi ve express 
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bus ways, which have streets running between them for the use of cars. The buses travel 

into and out of the cit y in conjunction with feeder buses to simplify transfe rs to local 

routes. Color coding of each service is also used to make transfers ea.sier. The color 

coding system consists of different colors for express buses, suburban feeder buses, and 

inter-district buses, a llowi ng riders to easil y distinguish between services. Another way 

in which travel has been expedited in Curitiba is through the availability of one pass, 

which a llows transfer 10 all buses in the city. This decreases the time spent paying fa res 

on the buses so travelers can get to their dest inations faste r (APTA, 1999). 

All of these improvements have had a significant impact on the city ofCuritiba. 

Since this system has been implemented, three-quarters of all commuters or about 1.3 

million passengers utilize the buses each year. Due to the increased revenues, the 

vehicles are new and well maintained. Enviromnenta ll y, Curit iba ha~ the lowest 

atmospheric pollution rate in Brazi l because fewer cars are producin:~ pollution. The 

combination of these factors is why the Curit iba bus network is successful (APTA, 1999). 

2.72 PACE 

PACE is the name of tile suburban bus division of the Regional Transportation 

Authori ty (RTA) in Chicago. The PACE division was created in 1984 following the 

restructuring of the RTA into three disti nct se rvice boards, the Chicago Transi t Authority 

(CTA), Met ra, and PACE (TCRP, 1995). PACE provides all non-rail transit service in six 

suburban counties in Illinois. These services consist of fi xed route, Dial-a

Ride/Paratransi t, Vanpoollncentive Program, and Subscri ption Services. 

The fixed route service, operated by PACE, consists of 140 I ~gular routes, 79 

feede r routes, 9 subscription routes, and 2 seasonal routes. These [(II !es use 558 vehicles, 
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service 200 individual communities, and carry nearly three million riders per month 

(TCRP, 1995). The Dial-a-Ride program consists of 192 lift-equipped vehicles that 

provide door-to-door service to approximate ly 102,800 riders each month, the majority of 

whom are elderl y and/or disabled. 

The Vanpool Incentive Program (VIP) is another service estab li shed by PACE to 

serve the needs of small groups of people. The VIP service provides vans to groups of 5 

to 15 people, allowing them to commute to and from work together. Currently there are 

172 vans in use and PACE has plans to increase the number to 2 15 in the near future . 

Lastly, subscription service consists of nine routes operated [or Sears' employees by 

private contractors and results in 200,000 additional annual riders (TCRP, 1995). 

The services provided by PACE are a result of the un ique needs of the operating 

envirolUllent. The envirolUnent consists of a suburban area that had a 1990 population of 

4,454,3 17 and an employment 0[2, 163,600. Forty percent of the Ch icago area office 

space is contai ned within thi s suburban area. Since 1975, more than 55 mill ion square 

feet of office space has been built in the suburbs. These suburban areas usually have poor 

transit access. To correct this si tuation, PACE is working with interuled municipalit ies 

and developers to incorporate transit planning into their designs. As a result of thi s 

cooperation PACE has been able to incorporate transit needs such as bus shelters, turn 

lanes, and signal modifications into bus service improvements to provide faster and more 

effective service (TCRP, 1995). 

The combination of multiple services and its involvement with municipalities and 

developers in incorporating transit planning into their designs is the reason for the 

success of PACE. The multiple services they provide allow PACE to meet the many 
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changing needs of the community. Its involvement in community design allows it to 

adapt these multiple services to any new demands that might arise. These two ideas could 

be implemented in Merton to meet its changing needs. 

2.73 New Jersey 

Another example of a successful transportation system is the New Jersey Transit 

(NJ Transit), a public corporation and the third largest provider of bus, rail, and light rail 

transi t service in the United States. In 1993 the transpol1ation system consisted of 1,856 

buses on 170 roules and 582 trains on 12 rail lines statewide, serving over 290,700 

customers a day and 166 million passenger trips each year. However, there was st ill a 

great need for improvement in the NJ Transit. According to a 1993 Rutgers University 

study, nearly eight percent of the new jobs created in New Jersey were in the suburbs, 

one of the NJ Transit ' s least serviced areas. (TRCP, \995) 

As a result of the Rutgers University study, NJ Transi t began to research 

expanding its reach into suburban areas through innovative transit services to better meet 

the needs of the suburban commuters (TCRP, 1995). One possible so lution to this 

problem is the WHEELS service, which is a $7 million project supported by Federal 

Highway Program funds. The project consists of fixed route bus and ra il service, which 

accommodates the new transportation demands caused by suburban employment. 

The WHEELS program was designed to accommodate suburban employees ' , who 

were previously under served by NJ Transit. The system is served 11' mi nibuses rather 

than the full sized buses used on their fixed routes. The use of min ii, uses is the result ora 

smaller demand per area compared 10 city use. The service also offers four nontradi tional 

methods of operation: transit cO lUlection, park-and~rid e, flex routes, and circulator 
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servIces. Trans it connections and park-and- ride operations are used to improve the 

convenience of public transport, making it easier for those commuters who do not have 

direct access to WHEELS service (Khisty , 1990). Flex routes, which are a new concept 

for NJ Transit , allow customers to reserve a ride in advance from any given location 

within a speci fied area. In other words, the location and destinations of individual riders 

define the routes. Circulator routes are set up to provide greater access to downtown retail 

areas. In thi s case, a circular route is set up around a major reta il area to provide easy 

access for shoppers and employees (Khisty, 1990). 

Since the implementation of WHEELS in November of 1993, with one route and 

258 passengers per month, there has been a steady increase in ridership. By April of 

1995, there were 19 routes operating with a ridership of 14,843 passengers per month 

(TC RP, 1995). This dramatic increase in ridership was due mainly to the distinct 

marketing strateg ies used to promote the WHEELS program. These marketing strategies 

consisted of individual brochures specifica ll y tailored for each service. The brochures 

provided a description of the WHEELS program, as we ll as schedules, maps, and fare 

information. The brochure also detailed other promotions assoc iated with the WHEELS 

program. One promotion to encourage ridershi p was a free fare period ranging from one 

to three months on all new services (TCRP, 1995). 

Another service connected wi th the WHEELS program was the NJ Transit 

Business Pass and TransitChek programs. These two programs we!e designed to 

encourage businesses to promote public transportation to their employees. The Business 

Pass program allows companies to se ll monthly bus and rail passe:; directly to their 

employees at a di scounted rate. The TransitChek program was desiglled to be a fringe 
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benefit to workers, where employers could purchase a TransitChek and pass it on to the ir 

employee as an incentive to commute regularly by public transport. One possible benefit 

for companies is that TransitChek is a tax-deductible expense (TCRP, 1995). 

The success of New Jersey Transi t is due to the use of multiple services 10 meet 

the needs of the community. Some of New Jersey Transits more innovative ideas 

included the use of flex routes, minibuses, and incentive programs. All of these could be 

used in some form by Merton. 

2.74 Michigan 

Grand Rapids Area Transit Authority (GRATA) in Michigan is another example 

of a successful transportation program. Grand Rapids, Michigan is the state's second 

largest city, with a 1993 population of approximately 980,000 and growing. GRATA is 

current ly expanding and improving its services to meet the needs of thi s growing 

communi ty. Currently, GRATA operates S8 fixed roule buses over a 150 square mile 

service area with an annual ridership of3.5 million per year (TC RP, 1995). 

To accommodate the areas ever changing needs, GRATA has redefi ned itself 

through its long term planning process entitled, Mobile Metro 2020 (TCRP, 1995). 

Highway traffic congestion, the growth of businesses away from the downtown area, and 

increased air pollution are among Ihe problems addressed in Mobile Metro 2020. In April 

of 1994, the initial goa ls of Phase I were outlined as follows, consistent bus head ways of 

no more than 15 to 30 minutes, and suburban circulators in areas previously under

served. Other goals were longer hours of se rvice, and revised schedules that are easier for 

riders to understand (TCRP, 1995). These earl y goals were establi shed to lay a 

foundation for future expansion of the existing transportation system. 
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In March of 1995, GRATA's two new suburban circulators, Route 11 and Route 

IS , began operating using a 14-passenger minibus. These routes we re designed to give 

shoppers, workers, and area residents convenient and comfortable transportat ion. These 

routes also CO lUlect to each other and to existing routes in the GRATA system, providing 

linkages to other parts of the region. Route IS links areas that incl ude an airport, 

hundreds or employers, a major department sto re, two malts, and Kentwood City Hall. 

Route II serves a mixture or resident ial and commercial locations including small 

manuracturers, se rvice oriented businesses, and residential areas. Both of the routes have 

two shuttl es, one moving clockwise and the other moving counter c1 ,ckwise. Since the 

initiation or service on March 6 through early May, these two routc~ carri ed nearly 

15,000 passengers (TCRP, 1995). 

As part orthe transit development plan, GRATA made substantial improvements 

to other areas of its transportation system. For example, the rrequencies on fi ve routes 

were improved to provide consistent thirty-minute head ways. GRATA also implemented 

an improved transrer policy, which allows a passenger to use their ticket again wi thin one 

hour or disembarking on any other route. Lastly, hours or operational service were 

increased to meet the growing demand (TCRP, 1995). 

The mosl important aspect of GRATA, to our project, is the Mobile "'{elro 2020 

program. This program lays out a plan for continually improving the transportation 

system to meet the changing needs of the community. This prograr71 dllows GRA TA to 

consistenlly update their system as demand changes. This concept, of a long-term process 

or improvement would be an important consideration for Merton. 
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2.75 Ottawa 

Ottawa-Carleton Regional Transi t Commiss ion (OC TRANS PO) in Ottawa, 

Ontario is an alternate system suitable for evaluating different meth(·ds of transit. OC 

TRANSPO is in charge of transit within the Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton 

(RMOC). This metropolitan region consists of eleven municipalities with an overall 

poputation of approximately 706,000. In terms of employment , the area supports nearly 

370,000 jobs. The region is also a re latively affluent area with litt le traffic congestion 

(TCRP, 1995). 

The solution to OC TRANS PO's needs is the Transitway, the region 's largest 

transportation project to date. The Transitway is a dedicated system of bus-only 

roadways that provides an exclusive, rap id transit link for more than 200,000 people per 

day. It consists of 15.5 miles of road with 18 stations and 190 buse:, operating in each 

direction during peak hours. In addition, there are fifty express routes, via the Transitway 

during peak hours to and from the suburbs to downtown. Forty local routes a lso provide 

timed transfers at T rans itway stations (TCRP, 1995). According to Katherine Hooper, 

"without the Transitway, 145 more buses would be required in OC TRANSPO's fleet to 

carry the same number of passengers at a capital cost of 45 million Canadian dollars. 

And an annual operat ing cost 0[25 mill ion Canad ian dollars" (TCRP, 1995). 

OC TRANSPO operates two different types of systems in conjunction with the 

Trans itway. The first type of system is the feeder-line-haul system, which the regular 

service uses. This is a system where local feede r routes serve indiv idual communities, 

and terminate a1 major stations where transfers can be made to main line routes on 

surface roads or Transitway routes. The second type of system is a radia l system of 
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express routes that are superimposed on the usual network during peak hours. These 

express routes pick up within individual communities and operate via the Transi tway to 

downtown, and then back again (Khisty, 1990; TCRP, 1995). 

To promote the con tinued success of the Transitway, RMOC has instituted a 

number o f po li cies in its orficia1transportation plan. It is important to note thatlhe 

RMOC has some basic approval powers in the areas of municipal zoning, subd ivision 

plans, and trartic by~laws. With thi s authority, they are able to fully uti li ze the Transitway 

through effective planning. For example, one of their polic ies is that the number of jobs 

located at Transitway stations will be increased. This will be accompli shed by plac ing all 

employment centers, employing more than 5000 people, at existing or future Transitway 

stations. In addition, all large regional shopping centers with more than 375,000 square 

feet of gross leasable space must be located on the Transitway or a future planned 

extension. In suburban areas, placement of developments is required to be adjacent 

existing develo pments. This is to provide efficient and effective transit at all times 

(TCRP, 1995). 

In addit ion to the locations of business, RMOC has a set of g'lldelines for the 

construction of new roads. These guide lines deem public transportation as an essentia l 

service. For instance, co ll ec tor roads are first designed to meet transit req uirements, such 

as havi ng proper widths and curves to accommodate buses. Addit ional requirements fo r 

autos are later considered. Bus priority lanes might even be required , depending on the 

location and surrounding demographics of the area (TCRP, 1995). 

OC TRANSPO's success is due to its innovat ive use of dedicated bus only roads 

in conj unction with its involvement with municipali ties and developers in incorporating 
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transit planning into the ir designs. The construction of dedicated bus only roads may not 

be feasible in Merton, however many of the same princip les can be used. One example 

would be the incorporat ion of the bus roads with other existing systems. 

2.76 New York 

The New York, Metropoli tan Transportation Authority (MTA) is another transi t 

program using ilIDovative ideas and programs. One such program is the use of free bus to 

subway transfers for commuters. This transfer program allows riders who usc the bus to 

use the subway for no additional charge. After thi s policy was implemented in July 1997, 

the New York City transportation officials saw a seventeen-percent increase in the 

number of people who took the bus. Within one year an increase in ridership of over 

two thousand people occurred . Revenues inc reased by four percent. The increase in 

passengers was due to the ease of use, since riders no longer had to purchase another 

ticket when they transferred (UTN, 1997). 

In conjunction with the free transfer program in New York Ci ty, those who ride 

the buses and subway get a MetroCard. The card can be purchased al bus and subway 

stations, and works like a credit card. There are three different ride packages: the 

Unli mited Ride MetroCard, the Pay-Per-Ride MetroCard, and the Fun Pass (MTA 1999). 

The un limited ride pass gives unlimited rides on either the subway, f I r bus for thirty days 

for sixty-three dollars. The Pay-Per-Ride pass gives one free pass [0 r every ten 

purchased. The Fun Pass consists of unlimited rides for a twenty-fo .... r-hour period. 

These convenient passes allow people to ride without worry ing about exact change and to 

enjoy the convenience of not having 10 purchase a new ticket with every ride (UTN, 

1997). 
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New York's attempt to increase ease of ridership could also he a simple so lution 

for Merton's predicament. In conjunction with an improved transit system, Merton could 

use free transfers and a single pass for all transi t modes to promote lidership. 

2.77 England 

llUlOvative busing ideas are being implemented in England in response to their 

growing transportation needs. During a telephone interview, Paul Young informed us 

that in the Midlands a new bus line, Line 33, has recently been installed. Line 33 is a 

high- tech bus route that is sponsored by a partnership between two councils in the 

London areas. The main features of this bus line include modern bus stops, special curbs 

for docking, a new fl eet of buses, and real-time information. The bus stops are well 

lighted, comfortable, and located in secure areas. The specia l curbs .11ake it easier for 

passengers to board and exit the bus. Real time information prov id~ j the passengers with 

the exact arrival lime of each bus. Other additions include bus priority lanes, and bus 

priority traffic lights. The bus priority lanes encompass twenty-eight percent of the 

routes and are in effect for twelve hours per day. The bus priority traffic lights hold the 

other traffic at the light, while the buses can continue to go forward. Another factor that 

has played a role in the success of the bus line is the increase in frequency of service to 

one bus every 7.5 minutes during the week, and one bus every 20 minutes on Sundays. 

These changes have resulted in a twenty-five percen t increase in ridership. 

Another ilUlovati ve idea in England is the Oxford Guided Transi t Express (GTE). 

During a telephone interview, Paul Young informed us that the goa l ~ of the GTE are to 

provide fast, reliable travel into the center of Oxford, expand Oxfo .. I' s park and ride 

service, and reach nearby c ities. In addition, the transport se rvices \, ... i11 be centered on 
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Oxford's City Centre to provide easier access. These goals will be accomplished tlrrough 

the integration of different types of transport service. One type of transport is a gu ided 

bus system that would operate on a guided path or roads where necessary. Another form 

o f transport is the light rail, which would run along a fi xed rail system. The GTE plans to 

integrate these two transport fOnTIs, as well as use bus priority lanes ·:0 increase the 

quality of the bus service. The planners hope to have the GTE in use by the year 2004 . 

By examining the previous case studies, some common elements of success can 

be seen. These elements include, targeted marketing to the business community, 

involvement in site design/land use issues, increasing transits role in mobility 

management, and multiple se rvices. Other important elements of success are more 

service to suburban areas, use of express buses, improved transfers, increased reliability, 

and more environmentally sound measures. Depending on the situation , any combination 

of these ideas could be beneficial when plmming, developing or improving a transit 

system. For example in Merton targeted marketing of the business community. as well as 

the ro le of transit in mobility management are essenti al issues. By :argeting businesses, 

Merton should be ab le to create an increased in terest in thei r transit system, thus resulting 

in increased ridership. Transit mobility management is importan t because other modes of 

public transportation in the area must be effect ively integrated with the bus system. For 

any mode of transit to function efficiently, the diffe rent modes must work in conj unction 

with each other. 

2.8 Developments 

New bus technologies are important to consider when looking to improve bus 

service. One new technology is an Automated System for buses. This system includes 
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hands free driving in bus lanes, as well as a gu idance system through the service facil ities 

for rout ine maintenance. The guided maintenance would reduce labor costs, and employ 

an automatic col lision avoidance system called Advanced Vehicle Control System 

(AVCS). Al though it is no t currentl y being used in the United States, parts of Europe 

have deployed these automated buses (UT, 1997). 

Other iIUlovations include new bus prototypes that have reduced emissions and 

improved fuel economy to help the environment. These prototypes mclude Battery~ 

Powered Buses, Electric Hybrid Buses, and Compressed Natural Ga;:; (CNG) Buses. The 

Battery~Powered buses have electric motors, which use current ratht.:r than fue l. The 

Electric Hybrid buses have diesel engines and electri c motors, and the eNG buses are 

designed to burn cleaner fuel. Currently thirty~three of these new buses are in service, in 

New York , with an expected increase by the year 2000 (UTN, 1997). 

2.81 Bus Priority Lanes 

Bus priority lanes are another irmovation in transit systems that are currently 

being used in many parts of Europe. These systems consist of lanes that are reserved 

specifically for buses, taxis, and emergency vehicles. Bus priority lanes can be used 

alone or they can be combined with bus priority traffic lights, which will be discussed in 

a later section (Biora & Franco, 1999). Some of the advantages of l "lS priority lanes 

include quick implementation, low costs, and the allowance of incremental development. 

Incremental development is a process in which bus priority lanes are implemented in 

stages over a period. The expected implementat ion costs of bus priority lanes was 

approximately 80 million pounds for all of London (Bayliss, 1995). 
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Like every system there are certain problems associated wi'~ bus priority lanes. In 

this case, there is a problem with the enforcement of the lanes. Man: commuters choose 

to travel in these lanes although they are designated buses only. One way to prevent this 

problem is to install security cameras to discourage commuters, in private vehicles, from 

using the lanes. 

2.82 Bus Priority Traffic Lights 

Bus priority traffic lights are traffic lights that are adjusted to decrease the wait 

time for buses. There are three types of traffic lights depending on the vehicle route, 

priority level requested by the route, or current traffic conditions. One type of traffic 

light uses an isolated route or network. In this system, the lights an;- programmed with an 

estimate of when the bus will be arriving. When the light determirf"i a bus is arriving, a 

longer green ligh t wi ll be used for the bus lanes. These estimations are complicated due 

to the difficult time estimations at the bus stops and other factors on the road that may 

effect the bus, such as traffic and acc idents. In addi ti on, problems arise when two buses 

on differen t routes arrive at the same light (Biora & Franco, 1999). 

Another bus priority traffic light employs the use of electronic equipment to 

identify the buses at a certain point before they reach the traffic light. To increase the 

passage of buses the duration of a green light for non-priority lanes is decreased. This 

allows a faster cycle between green lights on the priority lanes. However, the light does 

not automatically change to green for the buses. This would cause pt ... blems with the 

normal traffic flow. This measure allows buses to pass quickly, wjt~. )lIt disruption to the 

normal traffic flow (Biora & Franco, 1999). 
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2.83 n.ed Routes 

Red routes are a traffic management scheme in London used to increase the 

overal l effectiveness of the bus system. There are four main types of red routes, which 

separa te buses from normal traffic. The type of line encapsulating the road distinguishes 

each one. Red routes with "double red lines are seen only at major junctions, bus stops, 

or where parking or loading would be dangerous or cause serious congestion," (What is a 

Red Route, \999). Due to their locat ion, stopping is nOI allowed al any time for vehicles 

other than buses. Red routes with single lines vary from those with double red lines. 

Single red lines represent restrictions that only apply during the working day , 7 am to 7 

pm, afterwards there are no restrictions. Areas with red boxes usually allow parking and 

loading fo r a limited time span between lOam to 4 pm, with restrictions noted on nearby 

signs. Areas wi lh white boxes allow loading and parking Monday through Saturday from 

7 am to 7 pm, and also have restrictions noted on signs surround ing the area. The goal 

for the various types of red routes is to increase the overall effect iveness of the public 

transport system in London, decrease car usage, decrease congestion, and improve the 

environment. Enforcement of red routes is accomplished through the use of parking 

attendants that track offenders, as well as cameras both attached to buses and mounted al 

stat ionary sights record ing offenders, who are ticketed later. 

2.84 Other Methods 

Other possible ways to improve transit are by using light rai l, heavy rail, and 

guided busways. Some of the benefits of light rail include a high carrying capacity , 

smooth ride, and reduced emissions by using electric propulsion. Some disadvantages of 

the light rail include the necessity [or interchanges onto the rail from feeder corridors, 
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lack of room for incremental development, and the high cost of implementation. The 

estimated cost of implementing light rail is approximately between 6-8 million pounds 

per ki lometer. 

During a telephone interview with Paul Young, he informed us that heavy rail 

also has potential benefits such as large passenger carrying capacity and the benefit of 

having a positive image in the eyes of the public. However, heavy rail is even more 

expensive, ranging from 40-200 milt ion pounds per ki lometer. Due 1-:.. the large expanse 

and the large quantities ofland necessary, justification is difficult (;\;on with large 

demands and a positive image. 

Guided busways use buses that have special guide wheels that run along a track. 

The advantages of this type of bus way are that they can operate in areas with limited 

space and the tracks can be installed in most areas. As of 1999, guided buses are currently 

in use in many areas of the United Kingdom, such as Leeds, and more are currently being 

proposed. 

2.9 Summary 

Our background research provided knowledge of the factor:--:. involved in 

improving a bus system. From it, we were able to gain an understanding of the details 

used in the recommendations of new and innovative ideas for transpllrlation systems. 

We first began by studying the tenninology and basic concepts ofa bus system. 

This included research on specific types ofroLltes, and systems involved in bus 

transportation. The next step was to investigate various international transportation 

systems. The purpose was to ascertain how certain criteria were met by implementation 

of a si te specific , transit system. 
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With the knowledge that we have obtained from thi s literature review, we will 

have suffi cient background to recommend bus system improvements for the London 

Borough of Merton. 
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3.0 Methodology 

3.1 Projeci Goa l 

OUf goa l was to suggest a future fonn of the bus network that may incorporate a 

spoke and wheel pattern for Merton. Additionally, bus priority ianes .. bus priority lights, 

and o ther irulOvative ideas were considered. The intent of our study was to recommend a 

future design for the bus network based on our research of exist ing bus networks, 

demographics, and interviews. We also investigated routes that integrate the existing 

tramlink project, as well as incorporate ideas from the local transit authorities, into the 

design of the bus network. The proposal wi ll be considered as a viable option to increase 

bus ridership whi le potent ially dec reasing road congestion and car usage. 

3.2 Object ives and Tasks 

Our project team delivered a recommendation to the London Borough of Merton 

and the South and West London Transport Conference (SWELTRAC) for a modernized 

bus network that will increase riders hip, and effective ly integrate thl'. tram lillk. Our 

recommendation was formed through research of documented data, international bus 

networks curren tly in use, and interviews with people involved in public transport. The 

people that we interviewed were engineers involved in the design of public transportation 

systems, administrators involved in their implementation, and commuters that use either 

public or private transportation. Our final recommendation incorporated the conclusions 

drawn from the transportation needs of Merton, interviews, and cost estimates. J n 

addit ion, we compared and contrasted exist ing bus networks with the situation in Merton. 
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3.3 Background Research 

Before we recommended innovative improvements to Merton's bus network, we 

examined other bus networks. These systems provided examples of various 

implementation methods, design patterns, operating environments, and estimated costs. 

The examination of existing bus networks was accomplished through the use of case 

studies. Our project team researched case studies whi le in the UnitcJ Slates, and the 

results were documented in the Literature Review. Additionally, sta.1dards by which to 

measure the quality of a bus transpol1ation system were also researched and documented. 

This information was used to compare the ridership patterns and network designs of 

different transportation networks. The necessary information was located in 

transportation records, journals, books, and on the World Wide Web. 

3.4 Site Assessment 

In order to recommend a modernized bus network it was necessary to evaluate the 

current situation in the borough of Merton. This si tuation included transpot1ation 

concerns, and demographics. The evaluation was accomplished through a si te 

assessment oflhe borough. During the site assessment, our project team exami ned 

existing roads, current public transpo l1ation, ridership patterns, residential distribution, 

and public opinion. An analysis of the existing roads was made to determine road layout, 

congested areas, and possible improvements to accommodate the proposed bus network. 

Our analysis was accomplished using documented data and first hand observations. The 

documented data consisted of road and bus maps, census data, and ridership patterns. 

The roads to be examined were chosen using the previously obtained data to locate areas 

of opportunity. 
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Public transportation currently in place was also examined. This was 

accomplished usi ng pre-existing evaluations of the transit system 10 detemline ils exlent. 

These evaluat ions exami ned locat ions of bus roules, Underground SlOpS, and Ihe 

proposed tramlink conneclions. 

Demographics and public opinion were also cons idered. Demographic 

information was obtained 10 determine Ihe population to be served. This infonnalion was 

used 10 suggest possible improvements. Public opinion was initially obtained from the 

London Borough o/Merton Alternative Movement Strategy, Public Altitudes Technical 

Report, and similar reports. This information was used to determine altitudes toward 

public transportation and possible ways to improve ridership. Upon completion of the site 

assessment, all data was combined 10 foml a complete set of notes. 

In add ition to the site assessment, data obtained from our interviews was a major 

source of information. Interviews were conducted on engineers and public officials, while 

surveys were conducted on commuters to obtain their opinions and ideas on our 

recommendation. This information was then weighted heavily when making our final 

proposal. 

3.5 Primary Analys is 

Once the necessary background research was accomplished and the site 

assessment completed, our group detemlined what potential improvements could be 

made to the bus network in Merton. Using the case studies, information on transportation 

networks, and cost est imates, our team determined which improvements would best meet 

the needs of the res idents. Also, the cost parameters of the London Borough of Merton, 

which were based on the level of subs idies Ihat the government set aside for public 
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transportation improvements, were taken into account. Us ing the previously obta ined 

data, the pros and cons of each type of network were examined, and ·the changes that 

would be most beneficial were incorporated into the initial recommendation. 

3.6 Pre-test Interviewing Techniqucs 

In order to determine biases in our interviewing strategy, it was necessary for our 

project team to pre-test our interv iews. The pre-test allowed the respondent to identify 

any potential biases, through an evaluation of the interviewer. The interviewer asked a 

series of questions, and the respondents gave their opinions on the quest ions and the 

manner in which the quest ions were asked. The respondents also commented on the 

attire, marulerisms of the interviewer, and the enviromnent in which the interview was 

conducted. Some of our respondents included our liaison and other individua ls who 

worked for the London Borough of Mel10n Civic Centre. The pre-tests were fo llowed by 

practice interviews in which individuals who had similar characterist ics, to those to be 

interviewed, answered the questions. These practice interviews allowed the questions to 

be tested to determine if they would produce the desired content and detail. 

3.7 I ntcrvicws 

Once the pre-testing was accomplished, we conducted interviews with 

transportation professionals. We used these to obta in information on previous methods 

of transit service, ilUlovat ive ideas, and their opinions on our recommended changes. 

Information was also obtained on the advantages and disadvantages or the current 

network and the feasibil ity of increasing ridership. 

In-depth qualitative interv iews were conducted with system engineers and 

company officials that had experi ence plalming bus transportation networks. These were 
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flexible interviews since the researcher adjusted later questions depending on the 

responses of the interviewee. The flexibility was advantageous, due to the interviewee 's 

greater knowledge of the subject. This allowed the interviewee to lead the conversation, 

thus maximizing the amount of information gained. We obtained the names of officials 

and engineers t1lfough recommendations from thei r peers and appointments were made at 

their convenience. 

Ten interviews were conducted. We arrived at this number after consulting our 

liaison and investigating vari ous job descriptions of the adm inistrators and engineers. We 

felt that ten was a larger enough number to acquire various opi nions on our proposal and 

the current transportation system. Some of our questions for the admin istrators and 

engineers, and their purposes are as follows: 

Where in Merton are the major opportunit ies for improvements to the bus network? 

The purpose of this question was to generate an idea of where the administ rato rs 

and engineers bel ieve there is the greatest room for improvement. Their expertise in the 

area of public transport enabled them to advise us where the best opportuni ties lay. 

What types o f irUlovative teclUliques do you believe can be implemented, and where do 
you believe they can be used? 

This question was meant to obtain a professional opinion of the possible 

innovations that could be implemented, and the areas in which they were feasible. This 
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was important, because transport professionals have experi ence with rhe bus network in 

Merton, as well as bus networks in general. Therefore, we gained an understanding of the 

best techniques for the area. 

What are the possible benefits of these innovative ideas? 

The previous question revealed the purpose for the installation of new ideas, and 

the benefits that could be seen. This was necessary infonnation to have when it was time 

to choose an idea, since every system had certain individual characteristics. These 

characteristics had to be taken into consideration, and compared against one another. 

The previous questions were some of the questions that were asked to 

administrators and engineers. They were important in obtaining information from 

experienced individuals in the areas we were researching. The format of the interviews 

consisted of an overview of the interviewing process and the interview itself. At the 

conclusion of the interview, contact information was given to the interviewee. The 

overview described the structure , length, and content of the interview. While one group 

member admin istered the interview, another recorded using either a tape recorder or field 

notes. At the end of the interview, contact information was given to the interviewees. 

These interviews were used as qualitative data only, since the data was not numerically 

based. For the purposes of thi s research, the quali tative data was col lected and the results 

taken as suggest ions to improve the design of the system. 

A focus group interview was another type of interview that was used to obta in 

opinions concerning public transportation. The focus group interview was an interv iew 
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in which our project team faci litated a small group discussion of the pros and cons of our 

recommended bus network. The quest ions were formulated upon completion of our in itial 

proposa l. Ind ividuals fo r this focus group were employees of the London Borough of 

Merton Civic Centrc. The focus group was formed based on the ava ' labili ty of the 

participants. Tape recorders and field notes recorded the responses of the group. 

3.8 Surveys 

Surveys were used to obtain information and opinions from commuters. Face-to

face surveys were conducted on a select group of commuters in Merton to obtain 

firsthand accounts on the advantages and disadvantages of Merton's bus network. The 

individuals were surveyed on underground railway lines, at bus stops, or in major parking 

lots at the three major town centres in Merton: Morden town centre, Mitcham town 

centre, and Wimbledon town centre. The surveys were conducted during the key hours 

of the morning commute, 0600-1000, and evening commute, 1600-2000. The town 

centres were chosen due to their nature as commercial , residential, a:.ld transportation 

hubs, therefore individuals who represented the social and economic nature of all Merton 

res idents would be there. 

Face-la-face surveys were conducted because they minimized non-responsiveness 

from the interviewees ' and allowed for easy correct ion of errors due to misunderstanding. 

Since all surveys were conducted on indiv iduals who lived in Merton and admitted 

knowledge of the bus network, enor due to surveying individuals not related to our 

project goal did not occur. Sampl ing error, error that resu lted from too few people being 

interviewed, was built into our survey because we surveyed less tha.1 I % of Merton ' s 
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total population. We overcome sampl ing error by not applying the information acquired 

from the surveys to a ll of Merton, but only to the indiv iduals questioned. 

Sixty surveys were conducted. The questions and the ir purposes are as fo llows. 

During a typical week, what are your most common dest inations? 

This question was asked to commuters to give us an idea of where they travel. 

Answers to this quest ion gave us an idea of where bus routes should be located. 

On a daily basis what is your primary mode of transportation? 

This question was asked to determine how commuters get where they need to go. 

The informat ion obtai ned from this question was used to determine the current ways that 

public transportation was being utilized. 

If available road space for cars were decreased, would you be more likely to use the bus? 

This question was specifically asked to those who consistentl y use pri vate 

transportation to determine i f they would be will ing to change their mode of 

transportation if road space was reduced. With our recommendation of bus priority 

measures, road space would need to be reallocated, decreasing the effecti ve capac ity of 

the road system to serve automobiles. 
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The format of the surveys consisted of an overview of the survey and project, and 

the survey it self. At the conclusion of the survey, contact information was given to the 

respondent. The overview described the structure, length, and content of the survey. 

Surveys began the week of Apri l 11 th. Due to time constraints sixty surveys were 

conducted . 

3.9 Secondary Analysis 

Once the aforementioned data was col lected, we then proceeded with our 

analysis . The method of triangu lalion was lIsed to relate all the data.. Since most of our 

data was qualitative, we manuall y combined the data into appropriat~ categories, 

grouping the interviewees' according to thei r involvement in public .ransportation. Our 

conclusion was drawn from comparing and contrasting the answers from the 

interviewees, and continuously testing it agai nst other research data to ensure validity. 

3.10 Proposal 

Our proposed bus system was based on all of our gathered data, and was tailored 

to the transportation needs of Merton. An oral and written recommendation was 

delivered to officials at the London Borough of Merton and SWEL TRAC. Our 

innovative recommendation contained a map illustrating the locat ions of new routes, a 

summary of the informat ion gathered from our interviews, and a cost estimate of our 

recommendation. Our project recommended regions where different bus systems and 

routes could be implemented in Merton, and areas where bus priori1." measures could be 

effecti vely implemented. It also suggested innovative measures not previously 

considered, and a method for integration of the bus network with other forms of public 

transportation. 
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4.0 Transportation in London 

London is located in the Southeast corner of the United Kingdom. The area 

contains thirty-three individual boroughs, which are further broken imo seven hundred 

and fifty-five Electoral Wards. This area contains a total population, as of the 1991 

census, of seven million four hundred and fifty thousand nine hundred and five people. 

From 1981-1991 , the number of people employed in London has decreased by 

approximately a quarter of a million people (Buckingham & Collep, 1991). This 

decrease was largely concentrated in the manufacturing profession. However, even with 

the decrease in the number ofpeoplc employed in London the number of read vehicles 

entering London has continued to increase. For instance, in 199 1, one million people 

entered the London area on a typical weekday. This was an overall increase of twenty

five percent since 1981. Additionally, the number of people who own cars has increased 

from fifty-seven percent in 1981 to sixty-one percent in 1991 , resulLng in inc reased 

levels of congestion (Buckingham & Col lop, 1991). 

On a typical week in London, there are twenty million trips into and out of the 

area, sixteen million of these involve some form of mechanized transportation. People 

commuting to and from work make the majority of these trips during rush hour. 

Shopping dominates the other periods of the day, as the main reason for travel. More 

importantly, nearl y half of these trips are made by car. The volume of car traffic is 

highest in the outer areas of London, where public transit serv ices are less 

comprehensive. (Buckingham & Collop, 1991) 

In add ition to cars, a large number of trips are made using rail and bus services. 

The rail serv ices are operated by British Rail and London Undergro1 nd Limited. On a 
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typ ical day , 3.1 million tr ips are made on these rail services, with the largest 

concent ration on the Underground. Two thirds of these trips originate or terminate in 

Central London. 

The bus service in London on a lypical weekday, in 1991 , carri ed approximately 

2.5 million people. In a typical year, this amounts to one billion one hundred and forty

four million passengers. Residents of itUler London make the majority of these trips. An 

average of 0.48 trips per person per day are made by inner London n:s idents compared to 

0.34 trips per person per day for outer London residents (Buckingham & Collop, 1991). 

To accommodate these travel needs, the transit system has been continuously 

changing. Over the last ten to twelve years, approximately eight-fi ve percent of the 

system has changed, and six thousand new buses have been added to increase the level of 

service (personal interview, 1999). This evolution is continuing even today, with the push 

to utilize bus priori ty measures to further improve transportation. These ideas are 

incorporated into our recommendations to the London Borough of Merton, which is 

contained in the following sections. 
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5.0 Data Analysis 

The following section contains the information obtained from our site 

assessment, interviews, surveys, as well as the appl ications of th is data to our 

recommendations. A copy of the maps used during the site assessmen t appears in 

Appendix C and in the fo llowing pages , and the survey questions appear in Append ices K 

and L. 

5.1 Site Assessment 

The following sect ion contai ns information on our initial site assessmen t of the 

borough of Merton and the current transportat ion system. During the site assessment we 

exam ined demographic infonn3tion, and areas of the borough with inadequate public 

transit service. Furthennore, we examined the current state of the transportation system, 

specifically the bus system 

5.12 Origins of Trips 

To effectively recommend changes to the bus network that could potentiall y 

increase ridersh ip, it was necessary to determine the areas of the borough that require the 

greatest serv ice. Our team used information obtained abou t the borough to dete rmine the 

potentia l origins and destinations of trips in Merton. The term origin refers to the place 

where the first tr ip begins, such as a residence, and the term destinations refers to the 

locations that a person is tryi ng to reach from their origins. The o ri gins and destinations 

will change, since once the traveler reaches their desti nat ion, their d :::stination becomes 

their orig in , but fo r the purposes of this paper, the o rigin will refer to the initial si te of 

travel. 
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5.121 Residential Areas 

The London Borough of Merton is divided into twenty individual wards. A map 

depicting the layout of these wards is on page 43, and was obtained from the The most 

current census data , concerning these wards , was obtained from the Merton Ward 

Profiles, which was a summary of the 1991 Population Census. This information 

included current populations by gender and age brackets, the number of people 

economically active or inactive, and information on households. This information was 

specific to each ind ividual ward. This da ta is contained in Appendix B. In addition to 

census information our team ident ified the residentia l areas of the borough. The 

residential areas are located in many areas throughout the Borough. The largest 

concentrations of these areas are located north of Morden town centre and northwest of 

Mitcham town centre. 

The census information and location of the res idential areas are important to our 

research because it was necessary to know the number of potential users of public 

transportation, and the potential origins of their trips. This allowed us to determine, in 

conjunction with other demographic information, how comprehensive the transportation 

network needed to be for each ward. 

5. 122 Density of Residential Areas 

Information on household densities was also obtained. This information was based 

on the number of people per one hundred rooms, and was contained in The Review of the 

Merton Borough Plan, published in November of 1988. The wards that contained the 

highest household dens ities include Colliers Wood , Lavender, and Graveney. 
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In these areas, the average household density ranged from sixty to sixty· five people per 

one hundred rooms, Figges Marsh, Longthornton, Pol lards Hill, Phil'PS Bridge, and 

Ravensbury had the next highest household density. They consisleC: offifty·five to fift y· 

nine people per one hundred rooms. The next set of wards ranged from fift y to fifty· four 

people per one hundred rooms. These wards consisted of Durnsford, Trinity, Abbey, 

Dundonald, Merton Park, St Helier, Cannon Hill , Lower Morden, and West Barnes. The 

areas with the least density, forty to forty-nine people per one hundred rooms, were 

Village, Raynes Park , and Hillside. This information can be seen on the map on page 44. 

The household density infornlat ion was very important in our efforts to produce 

recommendations for the bus network. Through comparison of this data with the 

population data of each ward, some initial discrepancies were seen. For instance, Raynes 

Park has one of the highest total populations of the wards, however it has one of the 

lowest household densities. This can be accounted for when the si7.( and the avai lable 

space for housing are taken into consideration, This conclusion is VC-L'y important because 

an area with a high population density is going to need a more frequent service than an 

area with a low densi ty. Also, an area that has a large total population and a low 

household density is going to require a much more extensive system of roules to cover a 

population that is more spread out. 

5.13 Destinat ions of Trips 

The destinations of trips are the areas that people travel to, and they consist of 

commercial areas, town cent res, schoo ls, and interchanges wi th othel forms of public 

transport. 
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5.131 Commercial Areas 

The locations of commercial and industrial areas were identified throughout the 

Borough using the Unitary Development Plan (UDP), which was published in 1996 by 

the Merton Council. These areas would include, Durnsford Ward adjacent or near 

Durnsford Road, Lower Morden Ward along Browning A venue, which is near the 

A2043 , Phipps Bridge Ward adjacen t to Carshalton Road (A237), afld Abbey Ward 

adjacent to Morden Road (A24). Maps detai li ng these areas can be seen on page 47. 

The information pertaining to the location of majo r indust rial areas is an important 

considerat ion in the design or improvement of a bus network. A large number of the 

people who use the buses use them to commute to work either from point to point within 

the borough or entering from outside the borough to a point contained with in the 

borough. By knowing the locations of the major industrial areas, we could detenn ine if 

any major areas were under se rved or missed all together. This allowed us to recommend 

changes to provide these people an adequate service. Additiona ll y, by providing people 

easy access to their places of employment we will be able to potenti<1l1 y promote the lise 

of public transit over private (UDP, 1996). 

5.132 Town Cenlres 

The next step was to locate the major town centres and reta il faci li ties throughout 

the borough. There are three major town centres in the Borough of Merton, they consist 

of Wimbledon town centre, Mitcham town centre, and Morden town centre. They are 

indicated on the map on page 49. The majority of the major retail facilities are located 

throughout the borough, three of which are adjacent to the major town centres. There are 

three retail warehouses, and a superstore located on or adjacent to the Kingston By-Pass. 
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There are three more retail warehouses located to the north of MordF.n town center. 

There is also a retail warehouse and one supersto re located to the n0:'1h of Mitcham town 

cent re. The reta il warehouse is located on Western Road and the superstore is located on 

Merantun Way. The last group of retail warehouses is located to the northwest of 

Wimbledon town centre on Alexandra Road, Durnsford Road, and Garratt Lane. 

Additionally, small neighborhood parades are located throughout the borough and can be 

seen on the map located on page 49 (UDP, 1996). 

The locations of the retail areas throughout the borough are important aspects that 

arc taken into account in our recommendat ion. In order to in fluence people to use publ ic 

transportation, public transit must be able to replace the majority of the roles of a car. In 

this particular case, public transport must be able to carry a person t( the retail areas to 

shop. Additionally many people employed in these areas would be aole to use the transit 

service to get 10 and from work if it were located in a close proximil:-'. 

5.133 Schools 

We also considered the location of secondary schools. We decided to exclude 

primary schools because parents are unlikely to allow chi ldren that age, to ride the bus 

unsupervised. They would be more likely to continue to transport their children in person 

using private transportation. The locations of the schools can be seen on the map on page 

51. 

The locations o f the secondary schools are important to our recommendation 

because a large percentage of public transpo rtation users are children <)i1 their way to 

school. Therefore, school locations are a necessary consideration wI-en plaruling the 

placement or re locat ion of routes throughout the borough. 
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5.134 Locations of Other Public Transport 

The locations of the London Underground and future Croydon Tramlink stops 

throughout the borough were al so determined. A map containing the locations of the 

Underground and Croydon Traml ink stations is on page 52. There are five Underground 

stops located throughout Merton. The stops on the Northern Line in the borough include 

Colliers Wood located on Christ Church Road, South Wimbledon located on the corner 

of Merton High Street and Morden Road, and Morden, which is located on London Road. 

There are two stops on the District line at Wimbledon Park , which i ~ located on the 

corner of Home Park and Arth ur Road, and Wimbledon, which is located on the corner of 

The Broadway and Alexandra Road. 

In addit ion to the Underground, there is the new Croydon Tramlink, which connects 

Wimbledon town center with Croydon. There will be ten stops in the borough of Merton. 

Beddington Lane located on Beddington Lane. Mitcham Junction located on Carshalton 

Road. Wandie Way located on WandIe Way. Mitcham located on the corner of Morden 

and London Road. Belgrave Walk located on the corner of Deer Park. Ph ipps Bridge 

located on New Close Road. Morden Road located on the corner of Morden and 

Dorset Road. Merton Park located on the corner o f Kingston and Dc rset Road, and 

Wimbledon town centre located at Wimbledon tOWI1 centre. 

The locations of both the Underground and Tramlink stops were very important 

considerations when recommending changes to the bus network. Large numbers of 

people wi ll be en tering and leaving the borough through these corridors, resulti ng in large 
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concent rat ions of people traveling to these specific areas. Without an effective bus 

network to transfer people to and from these corridors, they are likely to use private 

transportation, further increasing the congestion in these areas. Therefore, it is necessary 

to integrate the bus network with these services. 

5.14 Existing Services 

Once we had determined the major aspects that a modern trans portation system 

must include, we evaluated the current transportation system. This .A as accomplished by 

determining the locat ion of the existing bus routes throughout the b"rough of Merton. A 

map containing the routes is located on page 54 (London Transport, 1998). Currently 

there are routes connecting the major town centres. Additionally, the bus network 

contains routes that extend out of the borough to Croydon, Sutton, Putney, and Tooting 

Broadway. Information containing the exact routes of the buses was obtained from the 

London Transport Bus Maps. Maps detailing the exact path of each of these routes can be 

seen in Appendix C. 

5.2 Interviews 

Our project team conducted in.depth qualitative interviews to enhance our 

understanding of the factors involved in recommending changes to" bus network. Ten 

in terv iews were conducted of transportation company officials and tllgineers, three 

telephone interviews and seven face·to·face interviews. The purpose of the telephone 

interviews was to learn what type of data we needed to examine, before recommending 

changes to Merton ' s bus network. We also hoped to obtain information on how bus 

services in the London area were designed and operated. 
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The purpose of (he seven face- to-face interviews was to lea rn what problems 

were assoc iated with Merton 's bus services, as well as suggestions on how to solve them. 

The face-to-face interview 's also supplied us with feedback on some of our proposed 

ideas, and information on the Croydon Tramlink . 

The ten ind ividua ls we interviewed all worked in the transportation departments 

of major transport provide rs. Their colleagues recommended these interviewees to us. 

The interviewees' were not asked the same questions. Each interviewees quest ions were 

specified to obtain the greatest amount of information about their area of expertise. This 

seclion includes a summary of lhe major questions we asked, responses to these 

questions, and how they were incorporated into our proposal. 

What are some of the goals of London Transport? 

This question was only asked to transportation officials who worked at London 

Transport. Their responses to the question were unified. London Transport's goal is to 

provide passenger transportation services in Greater London, that are efficient, 

economical, safe, and meet the transporr needs of London commuters. They work to 

maximize passenger transporr service by conti nually raising the quali ty of transport to 

amact more commuters, and focusing on public service , not revenue. 

The answers obtained from this quest ion gave us the impression that London 

Transport would consider any idea we recommended as long as it was efficient , safe, and 

could improve ridership. Issues such as cost, are addressed using a cost beneFit analysis 

when considering recommendations. 
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How are the bus routes in your area designed? How are they integra ted with other modes 
of transportation? 

This quest ion was asked during telephone interv iews conducted of employees of 

London Transport, and the San Diego Transit Authority. The answas were similar, but 

had variations since the respondents operated in different regions of the world. While 

San Diego and London both have umbrella organizations that organize the public 

transport services in thei r region, different operators actually provide the services. Both 

regions have uniform fare structure policies that allows riders to transfer freely from one 

mode of public transport to another. Transport officials in both areas informed us that 

cross-town routes, line haul rou tes, express routes, and feeder routes were used in their 

bus network. One difference between the two areas ' was that London, unlike San Diego, 

had a bus route connected to every underground rail stat ion. In addition, we found that 

neither area had a perfect spoke and wheel pattern, but different parts of both networks 

showed spoke and wheel characteristics. 

Answers to this question informed us that London Transport had some of the 

information, such as ridership figures, that we would need to obtain before we could 

recommend changes. We also learned that other network designs besides spoke and 

wheel could be implemented in Merton. 

Where do you see the need for public transportat ion improvements in Merton? 

This question was asked to most of tile individua ls we interviewed . Many of their 

problem areas overlapped. They all saw a need for improvement in areas such as bus 
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efficiency, bus reliab ility, and speed of travel. They also felt service to areas such as 

schools, retail shops, and leisure sites could be improved. Other areas that the 

respondents stated needed improvements were boardi ng times, traffic regulation 

enforcement, system integration, and information accessibility. 

Due to this question, we learned that many of the problems associated with 

Merton's bus network resulted from traffic congestion. Since one way to decrease traffic 

congestion is to increase bus ridership, our recommendat ions primarily focused on 

increasing bus ridershi p not decreasing traffic congest ion. We did not address other 

problems such as traffic regulation enforcement, and boarding times, because we felt they 

did not fall under the scope of thi s project. These issues should be examined by the bus 

operators. 

What factors do you look at before implementing modifications in the bus network? 

This quest ion was asked to transportation officials in both the London and San 

Diego area. We learned that officials in both areas looked at very simi lar data before 

recommending changes, commuter origin and destination studies, passenger demand 

studies, and operating cost estimates. We also learned that some chunges in bus service 

were not due to recommendat ions by company employees, but resulted [rom private 

sector requests or innovations in public transportation, which would better serve an area. 

Lastly, before any suggested modifications are implemented the proposed idea must meet 

company performance standards, and have a beneficial resultant effect on the rest of the 

network. 

The information obtained from this question provided us with the type of data we 
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would need to justify our suggestions, and questions to ask ourse lves before 

recommending any improvements LO Merton's bus services. 

What general improvements could we propose for bus services in Merton? 

We asked this question to obta in general improvements we could recommend for 

Merton 's bus network. The respondents all recommended we improve the existing 

system, and not recommend a tOlal reconstruction of the bus network . They also 

recommended we suggest bus priority measures on the major roads in the borough. The 

major area of disagreement between the interviewees ' concerned radical ideas. One 

respondent felt that recommending innovative ideas such as guided busways were not a 

good idea, because implementation was difficult and unlikely. The other two respondents 

also warned us that implementation would not be immediate, but still encouraged us 1O 

recommend such ideas. One transport officia l suggested we try 1O change commuter 

perception of daily costs . He suggested toll s on major roads, a decrease in bus fares, and 

implementation of inexpensive car parks outside the major areas in Merton, wh ile making 

parking inside those major areas extremely expensive. 

Our recommendations complied with many of the interviewees' responses to the 

previous question. Only minor route adjustments were reconunended to Merton ' s bus 

network because of its high accessibi lity in many areas. We did not recommend the 

implementat ion of innovative ideas such as bus gaiting because there was not sufficient 

ev idence to prove it was necessary. Bus gaiting employs specific traffic lights for private 

vehicles that are placed approximate ly fifty feet away from the intersection, in addition to 

regular traffic lights, and allow the bus to pass the cars to reach the intersect ion first. We 
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also did not recommend measures to change public perception, because that did not fall 

under the scope o f our project. 

In order to meet one goal of the Alternative Movement Strategy, do you believe that a 
bus route should be located within 400 meters of all residential areas? 

This question was asked of some of the in terviewees' to lear;j their opinions on an 

idea we were considering. They felt that a standard bus route should not be placed near a 

residenti al area unless it could warrant sufficient ridersh ip. One interviewee ' suggested 

the use of smaller, midibuses to serve these areas. Another interv iewee ' suggested bus 

routes in industrial areas could be better j usti fi ed. Both interviewees ' concluded that 

passenger demand, not the Alternative Movement Strategy, should be the main reason for 

the addition o r any bus routes in Merton. 

The responses we obtained from this question led our project team to onl y 

propose bus routes in areas where we were con fident ridership would meet London 

Transport ' s standards. 

Do you think the rea llocation of road space for bus priority measures wi ll reduce road 
congest ion? 

The two indiv iduals we asked thi s question gave similar responses. Both 

individuals felt that the root cause of bus service problems was traffic congestion. They 

both fe lt if automob ile drivers were conti nually irritated by measures advantageous to 

buses, they would be more likely to use the bus. They suggested ideas such as bus 

priori ty lanes, bus gaiting, and bus priority traffic lights. Both interviewees' felt that 
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decreased parking space and high parking prices wou ld decrease car usage and traffic 

congest ion. 

These responses suppl ied us wi th different ideas on how to decrease road 

congestion and improve bus services. Many of these ideas were incorporated into ollr 

final proposal. 

What transportation needs is the Croydon Tramlink supposed to be fulfilling? How can 
buses be used to supplement the tram link? 

Since our recommended bus service improvements had to supplement the rest of 

the public transportation network, we needed more in formation on one part of Merton's 

public transportation network, the Croydon Tramlink. The individuals we asked this 

question gave similar responses. They believed that the Croydon TramJink would be a 

modern, fast and effi cient service that would meet the needs of inter-borough transport 

between Merton, Croydon, Sutton, and Bromley. They also believed that modernization, 

and correct adverti sement of the service would lead to a solid ridership, and a decrease in 

road congest ion. Both interviewees' fel t buses should acl as a feeder service connecting 

different areas in the borough to the tram, and also provide a conne('tion for commuters 

between the tram and the borough's Underground stations. 

These responses led our project team to recommend that buses feed into the tram 

from other major town centres in the borough. This was in order to facil itate movement 

across the borough. 
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Would it be possible fo r a bus to use the tram corridor as a guided busway for a 
superbus? 

Most of our respondents rclt this idea was not feas ible due to safety concerns. The 

speed at which the tram trave ls compared to buses, and the fact that the tram is in the 

latter stages of deve lopment also led them to di sl ike the idea. 

One of our early ideas was to run a superbus route along the tram to supplement 

its se rvice. The interviewees' responses to thi s quest ion and the previous one led us to 

discard the idea and propose using buses as a feeder service linking the tram to major 

areas in the borough. 

How do you confront the issue of traffic congestion caused by school commuters? 

During previous interviews and in an Alternate Movement Strategy document 

concerning public opinion, one issue that had kept ari sing was that school commuters 

cont ributed immensely to road congestion. We decided to obta in suggestions from 

transportation offic ials and engineers on how to confront this issue. One interv iewee' 

stated thaI at the present time unt il more polic ies were in place, making parking near 

schools more difficult , persuasion was the best means to confront the issue. All the 

interviewees ' suggested we recommend placing bus rou les near most schools. 

Advertising was also suggested as a way to confront the problem. 

The information obtained fro m this question was used as much as possib le when 

we designed our proposal. Bus routes were frequently recommended near schools. 

Further investigation must be conducted on thi s problem Lo correctl y address the issue. 
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What are the benefits of express routes in a bus network? 

All of the individuals asked this question gave sim ilar responses. They stated that 

most commuter bus journeys were short, one or two stops and a conventional bus service 

with frequent bus stops must be run along wi th the express bus service. The 

interviewees' thought express routes were effective ways to transport commuters fro m 

other boroughs into and out of Merton, but without the conventional bus route, the 

express routes were a bad idea. 

Due to the responses we obtained from this question, we only suggested express 

routes, along with a conventional bus service, on the major corridors into and out of the 

borough. 

5.3 Focus Group 

On April 26, 1999 a focus group was conducted with three employees o f the London 

Borough of Merton. The group consisted of two public transportation users and a private 

transportation user. The purpose of this focus group was to identify the reasons why they 

chose their particular form of transportation. We also wanted to learn about problems 

associated with bus service, and to obtain feedback on our proposed ideas. 

Convenience was the major factor in their choice of their current [a nn of 

transportation. The two public transportation users stated that they lived in very close 

proximity to bus and Underground stops respectively. These modes were the easiest way 

for them to get where they wanted to go, especially to work. The private transportat ion 

user also mentioned the accessibility of her car. She had to bring her two children to 
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different schools, which were located in opposite directions. She sa id there was no way 

she had the time to invest in long bus tri ps, with multip le destinat ions. The car was her 

most accessible and convenient option. 

Convenience was a major factor in our proposal for the bus network. We 

add ressed th is issue by recommending new rOlltes in areas that were not currently located 

within four hundred meters of public transportation. Additionally, we recommended new 

routes into industrial areas to provide public transpo l1ation services in areas where large 

numbers of people work . These additions should greatly improve the access ibility and 

convenience of public transp0l1ation. 

The main problem, which was identified by both the public and private 

transportation users , was the poor re li ability of the bus service in the Merton area. They 

all mentioned the inconsistent arrival times of the buses, and one instance was mentioned 

when a route was canceled without user notification. 

Our proposal addressed thi s issue with combinations of multiple ideas. Bus 

priority lanes were recommended for major routes to reduce the effects o f congestion 

related delays, which translate to increasing the overall reliab ili ty of the service. Bus 

priority lights , in conj unction with bus priority lanes, were recommended to further 

decrease delays in congested town centres. The priority lights will decrease the time spent 

wai ting for traffic lights, further increasing efficiency. Finally, we recommended the use 

of express routes to fUl1her increase the reliabi lity o f the bus service. The express routes 

have fewer stops then a regular route, therefore decreasing the time spent allarge 

numbers of bus SLOps. 
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The three people were generally in agreement on thei r opinion of our 

recommendations. They felt that the use of new routes to improve accessibility was a 

good idea and might convince people to switch to public transportation. They were in 

disagreement with one aspect of our recommendation though, which was the use of bus 

prio ri ty lanes. One individual was concerned about the side effect of reducing road space 

for private vehicles. She felt that rather than influencing people to switch to public 

transportation, it would just furthe r increase the problem with congestion. 

We realize that the recommendation of bus priority lanes would increase the 

congestion problem for cars. However, th is is a necessary first step to improve the qual ity 

o f public transportation. Through our interviews with engineers at London Transport, we 

learned that where bus priority lanes have been used in Central London, the benefits far 

outweighed the side effects. Improvements in reliabil ity and effic iency have been 

reported on these routes since the use of these lanes has begun. 

5.4 Surveys 

We conducted surveys, as outl ined in our methodology, on a select group of 

commuters located in the major town centres in Merton during the morning and evening 

commute. We used the data obtained from these surveys to make sure that the 

suggestions in our proposal address the concerns of the individuals who will be using the 

system. 

As shown in appendices K and L, the surveys were divided into two categories, 

private and public transportation. Private transportation surveys were conducted of 

individuals, who acknowledged that they mainly used private transportation. Public 

transportation surveys were conducted of individuals who stated that they usually used 
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public transportation. The first five survey ques tions in both types of surveys were the 

same. They were meant to obtain infonnation on the individual's primary mode of 

transportation. Both surveys then branch off to ask the commuters questions speci fic to 

their situation. The results of the survey are in table 5.01-5.10. Below are the 

conclusions we drew from their responses to each of the questions. 

The first question that the individuals we surveyed were asked concerned the ir 

primary mode of transportation. The data obtained from this question showed us the 

biases in our survey . Most of the individua ls surveyed were surveyed at bus stops. That 

is why 41 percent of the individuals we interviewed stated that bus was their primary 

mode of transportation. The fac t that only 14 percent of the individuals we surveyed used 

car as their primary form of transportation shows that we did not interview many private 

transportation users. Our project team used the information obta ined from this question 

to categorize the types of transportation users that we interviewed. 

Car 14% 
Bicycle 0 
Bus 41 
Tube 25 
Walking 17 
Other 2 

Total 99% 

Table 5.01: Primary Mode of Transportation 
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The second question asked why the individuals surveyed used lheir primary mode 

oflransportalion. The question was asked to learn what key attr ibutes our respondents 

looked at before choosing their primary mode of transportation. The results which are 

listed in table 5.02 show that most of the respondents va lued a high rate o f access ibility, 

reliability, quick travel times, and low costs as the most important factors . 

Accessibility 23% 
Comfort 5 
Cost 16 
Safety 7 
Speed of Travel 19 
Reliabil ity 20 
Other 10 

Total 100% 

Table 5.02: Key Factors for Deciding on Primary Mode 

Question three, was asked to determine the primary destinations of those we 

surveyed. Our proposal suggested add itiona l bus routes in major industrial and 

commercial areas. We used the responses to see if the individuals we surveyed felt our 

idea was justified. The results of the survey show that a majority of the respondents' 

primarily used public transportation to go to work and shopping facil ities. 

Recreation 14% 
School 14 
Shopping 24 
Work 45 
Other 2 

Total 99% 

Table 5.03: Primary Des tinations via Prima ry Mode of T ransport 
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Question four, concerned their main hours of transportal ion usage. We asked thi s 

question to individuals to dete rmine if the hours we assumed were peak travel times, 

were sim ilar to the hours they used their primary form of transportation. The responses 

of the ind ividuals surveyed suggest they primarily trave l in the morning during the hours 

of 0600~ I 000, and in the evening during the hours o f 1400-1800 or 1800~2200. 

0600-1 000 39% 
1000-1 400 13 
1400-1800 22 
1800-2200 25 
2200-0200 0 
0200-0600 0 

I 
Total 99% I 

Table 5.04 : Hours of Usage 

Question five for individuals, that regularly used private transportation, and 

quest ion seven, for those that primarily used public transportation, concerned what 

network improvement the indiv iduals surveyed thought were needed. Since the data we 

had accumulated listed several areas in bus service that needed to bt, improved, we 

recommended improvements to bus service in those areas . The quest ions were asked to 

make sure our recommendations addressed the areas the individuals surveyed felt were 

problem areas. Tables 5.05-5.06 show that the respondents had vary ing responses but 

reliab ili ty was marked down more than any other response. 
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Accessibility 6% 
Cost 6 
Lack of Information 22 
Speed of Travel 17 
Reliability 34 
Other 14 

Total 99% 

Table 5.05: Needed Improvements Public 

Accessibility 10% 
Comfort 8 
Cost 10 
Lack of Information 37 
Speed of Travel 14 
Reliability 6 
Other 14 

Total ~_99%_ 
~ 

Table 5.06: Needed Improvements Private 

The last survey question we asked to individuals, who used private transportation. 

concerned their likelihood of using buses if automobile road space was decreased. In OUf 

proposal we recommended polic ies to inconvenience private transportation use rs, and we 

wanted to sec how likely the individuals we surveyed, were to switch modes, ifsuch 

policies were implemented. Table 5.07 shows that 60 percent of the individuals we asked 

this question stated they would use public transportation i f car road :.pace were reduced. 
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Yes 60% 
No 40 

Total 100% 

Table 5.07: C hange to Bus if Road Space Avai lab ility Decreased 

The fifth and sixth survey questions we asked of individuals, who primarily used 

public transportation, concerned how reliable and accessib le they fe lt Merton' s bus 

services were. We suggested improvements in these areas , and asked the question to see 

if the individuals we interviewed, fe lt it was a problem area or not. The results in table 

5.08-5.09 suggest that improvemellls were j usti fied, because over 50 pe rcent of the 

individuals surveyed fe lt that Merton ' s bus services were onl y adeq uate, but not great in 

regards to reli ability and accessibi li ty. 

Good 17% 
Average 60 
Poor 23 

Total 100% 

Table 5.08: Reliabi li ty 

Good I 38% 
Adequate I 51 
Poor 10 

Total 99% 

Table 5.09: Accessibility 
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The last survey question we asked of individuals, who used public transportation, 

concerned whether they were likely to pay an increased fare for improved service. 

Although govenunent subsidies pay for many improvements, the question was asked to 

see if the ind ividuals we surveyed were likely to pay an inc reased fare for implementation 

of some of our recommendat ions. Table 5.10 shows that 60 percent of the individuals 

surveyed were not likely to pay an increased fare for improved bus service. 

Yes 40% 
No 60 

Total 100% 

Table 5. 10: Pay increased Fare for Better Service 

5.5 Needs 

In order to recommend changes to the bus network, it was necessary to evaluate 

the transportation needs of the people in Merton. Our team has determined that the basic 

needs of the people were a reliable se rvice that was both accessible and efficient. 

Reliabil ity was one common element that was identified as a problem throughout all of 

the interv iews, surveys, and the focus group. Users of publ ic transportation require a 

service that will provide a consistent arri val time. Some respondent;. who use public 

transportation were upset that they had to allow extra time for thei r journeys due to the 

unre liability of the bus. 

Efficiency was another problem area for the bus service in Merton. Many people 

avoid using the bus because of the long travel times caused by congestion related delays. 

In order to address the needs of the people, there must be a change in the current 

transportation system. The increase in private vehicles has led to an increase in the travel 

time for buses, causing more people to rely on private vehicles. Many of our proposed 
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changes work on reducing car usage, which could potent ially increase bus efficiency and 

reliability, and ultimately influence a change to public transportation. Also, access ibility 

must be addressed in our recommendation. Both residential and commercial areas must 

have public transportat ion services located within close proximity to provide an efficient 

and rel iable service. In order to address th is need our proposal considered the 

recommendation of new routes or extensions of existing routes to improve the 

comprehensiveness of the system, especially in under served areas. 

5.6 Opportunities 

Us ing the previously identified needs, our team began to examine the areas where 

there were potent ial opportunities for change. Once these areas were identified, suitable 

improvements were recommended. A map with a grid is presented on page 72 to indicate 

the location of the areas unde r discuss ion. 

One of the major areas for change was on the roures extend ing into and out of the 

town centres identified earlier. There are large levels of congestion assoc iated with these 

areas that currently effect the reliabil ity of the routes operating on them. Additionally . 

there are la rge demands for service into and out of these areas, which can be seen in the 

ridership data and the map showing major travel flows conta ined in Appendix A and on 

page 73 respectively. This map was constructed us ing the Bus Origin and Destination 

Study (BODS), to determine the ridership patterns in Merton. Some of the major roads in 

these areas were examined to determine the feasibility of bus priority lanes. Once we 

determined that it was feasible in certain areas potential or igins and destinations of these 

lanes were formulated. 
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The use of bus priority lanes beginning at Wimbledon town centre and extending 

to Putney would provide quicker north to south service from Wimbledon, while lanes 

from Mitcham town centre to Tooting would provide a quicker north to south service in 

that area. London Road in E5, F4, and G3 cou ld provide out of borough service to 

Morden town centre, which would also improve north to south transit. Finally, bus 

priority lanes could be used on Bushey road to facilitate an effic ient east to west service 

to the Kingston By-Pass, which is located in Dl and E l in the southwest corner of the 

borough. 

In conjunction with the use of bus priority lanes, express routes could be used to 

provide a fast service between two major areas . These express routes would begin at 

major areas, run along a specified route at high speeds, and stop approximately every 

mi le. The use of these types of routes would faci litate east to west movement and north to 

south movement. 

Other areas of opportunity were new industrial areas located throughout the 

Borough. The establishment of new routes in these specific locations could best deal with 

this problem. Some of these areas include B5 , G3, and F7 . which can be seen on the map 

on page 72. Some of the possible roads where new routes could be reconunended are 

Weir Circle, Garth Road, and Wandie Way. 

In addition to new routes into industrial areas, residential areas not previously 

served are also areas of opportunity. There are many residential areas , which do not have 

public transportation within four hundred meters. These areas and routes are ident ified in 

the following section: A new route or an extension of a route operating in A4, B3 , B4 , 

which is located in the Village Ward. A new route or an extension of a route into Cl , and 
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C2 in the Raynes Park Ward, and a new route or an extension of a route to service 0 4, 

which is located in the Merton Park Ward. 

One last potenti al area for opportunity is the Croydon Traml ink track. One of our 

more radica l ideas was to use a guided busway that would operate on both roads and the 

track of the Croydon Tram link. A bus operating on this route would begin its journey in 

the Borough in Sutton, located South of Merton. The bus would run along St. Helier 

Road and then it would turn on to Morden Hall Road. It would then proceed unti l Morden 

Hall Road turned into Morden Road and the Tramlink track crossed the road. At this 

point, the bus would either dri ve along a paved path on either side of the track or lower 

special wheels and ride on the track into Wimbledon town centre. 

The main benefits of this idea are that the bus will be able to avoid the large 

amou nts of congestion in the areas around Wimbledon town centre. It would provide a 

fast and efficient way for people from Sutton and the southern area of the borough to 

travel into the Wimbledon area. 

These areas of opportunity and potential solutions were generated from the 

knowledge that we had gained in the Uni ted States and during the fi rst week in Merton. 

These ideas were then discussed in many of our interviews to determine their feasibi lity. 

Through our interv iews, we have determi ned that many of the opportun ities that we have 

idemified were feas ible. Our more radical idea using the tram track as a bus lane 

however, was not possible wi th the Croydon Tramli ll.k, since construction of the Croydon 

Tramlink was almost complete, and timing with the buses would be a safety concern . 

This idea could be implemented with the Merton Tramlillk, but requires further research. 
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5.7 Trends 

Through our research and interviews, we have determined the general travel 

trends of the people in Merton. Retired individuals tend to travel during the day when the 

bus is the least crowded due to thei r lack of time const raints. Their origins are their 

homes, and their destinat ions are usually shopping areas or friends homes located in other 

areas of the borough. Individuals who are employed tend to travel t(. the industrial areas 

within and outside of the borough for work. This information shows that the majority of 

bus rides originates in residential areas, and terminates at places of work , schools, or 

shopping. 

Travel trends to specific areas have also been identified through the use of the Bus 

Origin and Destination Study (BODS). These trends have been identified for three areas 

in the borough of Merton, as well as in Tooting and Sutton. A map indicating the trends 

is on page 73 as well as approximate numbers of people traveling between areas per day, 

which is contained in Appendix A. The BODS have shown that Wimbledon town centre 

has a large influx of people from Raynes Park area. The rest of the b-:xough contributes 

an equal share of commuters. People from the Wimbledon area havt demonstrated a 

tendency to travel to Morden and Mitcham. The travel trends from Mitcham show the 

majority o[the people traveling south to Sutton, or north to Tooling. Finally, the trends in 

Morden show that there is approximately equal travel to all of the identified areas. 

The travel trends indicate the areas where the majority of pea pic in Merton are 

traveling. This information was an important factor to consider when making our 

recommendation, since the bus routes should go to the areas where the demand is the 

greatest. 
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6.0 Proposal 

Once our (earn had finished analyzing the dam, we proceeded (0 formulate OUf 

proposal. This proposal consists of the recommendations for the addit ion of new routes , 

extension of existing routes, the add it ion of bus priority measures, and other ideas to 

maximize the efficiency of the buses. The general direction of OUf proposed changes is to 

feed tra ffic into the central areas, such as town centres. The system does nO( have a 

"Spoke and Wheel" pattern, bm there are st ill many feeder services (0 main areas. Page 

54 shows a map of lhe existing bus network. A map of Proposed changes (Map 10) is on 

page 78, and a table showing the recommended changes is shown on page 94. 

6.1 Route I 

The first recommendation was the add ition of an express bus route, which would 

begin at either Sutton town centre or Cheam, and run north through Morden town cent re, 

and either terminate at Wimbledon town cemre, or cominue to Putney. It is important to 

understand that for areas where an express route is recommended, there is also non

express service on those routes, to provide service for passengers that cannot access the 

express stops. The reason is that passengers must be able to access public transportation 

in areas that are not near the express route stops. This express route would operate at 

peak hours only , since peak hours are the only time with suffic iem demand to justify the 

installation of the express route. 

There is currently a non-express route running from Sutton station to Wimbledon 

station (164) and another running from Morden station to Wimbledon station (163) . 

However, these routes do not provide as direct a service as the express route we 

proposed. The reasons for the addition of this express route is to bring passengers from 
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Sutton town centre, or Cheam, which are major town centres, to the Morden 

Underground station, and then to Wimbledon and out of the borough. Ridership data has 

shown that London Road, between the southern edge of the borough and Morden town 

centre, carries 19.5 buses and 273 pcople per hour on average for the day. St. Helier 

Road canies 18 buses and 230 people per hour. These figures indicate a high level of 

demand for service along this route. 

The addition of an express route along one of these roads would allow quicker 

service into Morden, therefore the express route could be chosen over the non-express 

form of service, increasing the travel along that road. The site assessment has also shown 

that 36,000 out of 70,000 people commute from outer London into Merton everyday, 

therefore there needs to be service that reflects this transportation need (Bucki ngham & 

Collop, 1991). This service must provide adequate cOlUlections with transportation into 

central London. The Underground station is important because twenty- three percent of all 

rail trips are made to outer London, and twenty-s ix percent of all rail trips begin in outer 

London (Buckingham & Col lop, 1991 ). One member of our focus group indicated that 

the Undergro und is an integral part of his commute, as did many oflhe individuals 

surveyed. Therefore, this is further just ification for a fast and reliablco route, which is 

what our express route will provide. The map on page 81 shows arrows indicating that 

there is a need for improved or additional public transport along this route as well. 

In order fo r this express route to effect ively transport passengers, bus priority 

measures need to be installed along these routes. Bus priority measures include the use 

of bus priority lanes and bus priority traffic lights. Since bus priority lanes require ten 

meters of space in the road to install a lane on one side of the road, roads would have to 
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be examined in further detail to detennine if they would be feasib le. Alternatively, 

schemes would have to be developed which would provide more space on the roads. 

Bus priority traffic lights have been shown to reduce travel times by three to five 

seconds per light per bus per journey. lfthere were five lights on a route from Morden to 

Wimbledon, that would result in a fifteen to twen ty.[ive second decrease in travel time. 

The area located between West ferry Road and Burdett Circus, located in central London 

has undertaken the use of bus priority lanes. Between the years 1991 and 1995, London 

Transport observed that this measure, has cu t certain journeys in half, and has saved 

passengers between five and ten minutes per journey (London Transport , 1995). The 

information obtained from our focus group and surveys showed that many indiv iduals 

found the slowness of bus service 10 be a problem. The addition of an express route with 

bus priority measures would cuI those times significantly. 

6.2 Roule 2 

Another express route is recommended from Sutton town centre, through 

Mitcham town centre and north to Tooting. The reason for the addition of this route is 

Ihat there is currently no direct bus service from Sutton to Tooting, or from Sutton to 

Mi tcham. Since the services connecting these areas are limited, the need for an express 

route is great. This rou le lets passengers efficiently travel where they need to go. This 

express ro ute would also only operate at peak hours, since only the increased amount of 

travel al peak hours would justify the installation of the route. Rid~J'3h i p data has shown 

that between the hours of7:00 and 18:00 there is an average oftwellty·three buses per 

hour, and three hundred and forty two people per hour. These figures result in three 
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thousand two hundred and twelve people trave ling between Mitcham and TOOling every 

day. The ridership data has also shown that there are eleven buses and one hundred and 

fifty eight people per hour on routes operating on London Road from Sutton to Mitcham. 

Although the Altemate Movement Strategy states that bus lanes are justified when there 

are more than twelllY buses per hour and more than five hundred passengers, the 

proposed park and ride services located north of Mitcham, which will be discussed in a 

later section, would increase the passenger numbers enough to implement the express 

route. 

There are also Underground Stations located at Tooting Broadway and Tooting 

Bee, and a stop on the new Croydon Tramlink located on that road. For the reasons ci ted 

previously, the Underground Station is a major area that needs to be serviced. Our 

interviews have also shown that there should be service located at all rai l stops, such as 

the new ones on the Croydon Tramlink. The map on page 81 shows arrows that indicate 

there is also a need for addit ional or improved service along this route. 

Bus priori ty measures would also make this express route mere efficient in 

transport ing passengers from one town centre to another. For reasons cited previously, 

they would be an important pat1 of the recommendation for this express route. 

6.3 Routes to Unserviced Areas 

The add ition or extension of routes was a lso recommended into industrial and 

residential areas. The benefits of providi ng improved service in these areas can be seen in 

our case studies, located in the Literature Review. For example, in Grand Rap ids, 

Michigan, two addi tional mini -buses that were added to serve residential and commercial 

locations resu lted in nearl y fifteen thousand additional passengers in the first two months. 
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6.31 Addition 1 

The first area for which our team recommended an entirely near rOUle was located 

at B4 and B5, in the area of Wimbledon Park . This reconunendation is ca lled Addition l. 

Presently there is no bus service in this area. The reason for the addition of this route is 

(0 increase accessibility to this area, which, was rated between a one and two for 

accessibility (Unitary Development Plan, 1996). A one to five scale was used wi th one 

meaning very low accessibility, and five meaning excellent accessibility. The UDP 

would like most areas in the borough to be at three or above on the accessibil ity scale. 

Another factor contributing to the lack of accessibility is that [he area is located more 

than one half of a kilometer from a bus stop (Merton Borough Plan, 1988). A map 

indicating the access ibility of public transportation for all areas of the borough is 

comained on page 84, and a map indicating accessibil ity to bus stops is contained on page 

85. 

It is imponant [Q increase accessibility since this area contains retail warehouses , 

local centres, and neighborhood parades. More importantly, the residents have no easy 

access [Q public transportation, forcing them to use either private transponation or [Q 

walk. Additionally, there is a primary school, secondary school, and an Underground 

station at Wimbledon Park that this route will provide service for. Reasons for access to 

the Underground have been identified previously, and school access is important so 

children can get to school without being driven. 

6.32 Addition 2 

Other areas where service should be added are in the industrial areas of Menon. 

One area is located at G3, near Tudor Drive and Garth Road, and the new rome here is 
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called Addition 2. The present bus network services London Road, and Hil1cross Road, 

but not the area in between. This additional route would operate at peak hours only, 

unless a need for more service was demonstrated. Then more service would be added 

throughout the day. The reason behind the addi tion of this route is that the area was rated 

a one for accessib ility and is a major industrial area (UDP, 1996). ~ ince it is an 

industrial area, and the added services wo uld be fo r people worki ng til the area, the 

service would only operate at peak hours. 

This route would also meet the goal of the Alternate Movement Strategy, which 

states that there would ideally be no area that is not within four hundred meters o f a bus 

stop. In our interviews, differing views were expressed regarding this idea. Some 

opin ions were that this was a reasonable distance for accessibili ty, and the addit ion of 

routes into these areas would increase ridershi p. Standards that defi ne quality service 

stated that high quality service se rves a high percentage of the mobil ity market. 

Increasing service to under served areas increases accessibility to more of the mobility 

market. Other officials, though, indicated that hav ing the service doe,> not gua rantee that 

it will be util ized. However, we felt with its close prox imity to an inJustrial area wi th a 

large number of potential users that this would be a good location for a new route. 

6.33 Addition 3 

Another industrial area where an additional route is suggested is at F7, the 

WandIe Way area, which will be called Addition 3. This service would also operate only 

al peak hours for reasons listed above. The reasons for the addition of this route are to 

se rvice the Wandie Way area, which has been identified as an industrial area by the 

Unitary Development Plan. This area was rated a two fo r accessibi lity, although the ward 
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contains over 10,000 residents. The addition of this route would provide the industrial 

area with more public transportation, since there is none through the area, and provide a 

link to the Croydon Tramlink. 

6.34 Addition 4 

One res ident ial area where the addition of a route is recommended is in the area 

located at D4 and E4, near Merton Park. This will be called Addit ion 4. This route 

would travel on Ken ley Road in the area nearby Merton Park. This route would operate 

all day, and could be either an extension of an existing route, or an alternating extension 

of an existing route, in which this area would be only serviced by every second bus. One 

reason for the addition of this route is that the area was rated a two for accessib ility. 

There is also more than four hundred meters from the center of this area to any of the 

nearby routes. In order to follow one AMS policy, we decided that the re should be 

service localed within four hundred meters of the area. 

6.4 Modifications of Existing Routes 

Through our examination of the current situation in Merton, we have identified 

some existi ng routes that should be updated. Our modifications will extend the routes 

into under served areas. 

6.41 Modification 1 

Modification I, concerns route 200. A map, on page 88, shows the existing 

route and our recommended changes to it. Our team recommended that this route should 

be an alternating route. An alternating route means that the first bus would follow the 

route as planned, and the second bus would run on a different roule in an additional area, 

rejoin the original route, and continue as planned. The first bus on route 200 would begin 
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at Raynes Park station and go north on Durham Road to Corpse Hill. The bus would then 

go east on Ridgeway and turn right onto Wimbledon Hill road. When the bus reached 

Queens Road, it would turn left and continue to Haydons Road, whe;e it would turn left 

to go north. Upon arrival at Weir Circle, the bus would follow Weir Circle back onto 

Haydons Road, where it would go south. Once the circle around Weir Circle is complete, 

the bus would cont inue as originally planned. 

The other route that a bus would take is to begin at Raynes Park station, and go 

west on Coombe Lane. Once the bus reached Corpse Hill , it would turn right and follow 

Corpse Hill to Ridgeway, where it would continue as originally planned. 

The previous inaccessibility of the added areas, was the reason for changi ng the 

route. Weir Circle was identified as a cOlllmercial and industria l area in the Unitary 

Development Plan, but was given as accessibility rating of one. The ward of Durnsford, 

where Weir Circle is located, has 5,526 residents, which is a large number considering 

the size of the ward. The reasons for the changes to the other sect iun of the alternating 

route are that the area, which contains one school and a neighborhood parade, was rated 

as a one for accessibility. This area has also been identified as an area more than one 

kilometer from a rail station. Since twenty-six percent of all rail trips orig inate in outer 

London, and twenty-three percent of all rail trips terminate in outer London, rail access is 

important (London Research Centre, 1991). The other ward thi s modification affects, 

Raynes Park has 9,646 residents with more than halfofthem employed. The large 

number of employed residents requires greater se rvice to this area. 
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6.42 Modification 2 

A second route that our project team recommended to change was route 118, 

which will be called Modification 2. A map of the current route, and the proposed 

changes is on page 91. This route currently begins at Morden stat ion, and runs through 

Mitcham town centre to Brixton. The area where our team recommended a change was 

near Mitcham Common. The change would begin at Commonside r.lst. Upon arriving 

on Commonside East , the bus wou ld turn left onto Grove Road , and turn right onto 

Tamworth Lane, where it would rejoin the original route on Manor Road. The reasons 

for th is changes are that on the orig inal route the right side of the road is a park, while on 

Tamworth Lane, the bus would be able to service more residential areas. With the 

current route, the Tamworth Lane area is further that one-half of a kilometer from a bus 

stop, and rates a one for accessibility. The Tamworth Lane area also conta ins a 

Neighborhood Parade, and the ward contains 9,933 residents. The change to this route 

would bring the bus into the more residential areas, rather than through the park, 

therefore the route would benefi t more people. The park would instead be serv iced by 

the 264, which would transport people into Mitcham town centre, or to Croydon. 

6.5 Park and Ride Services 

In addit ion to routes, our project team recommends other ideas 10 improve the bus 

network. One of these ideas is the installation of park and ride services. According 10 

the Al ternate Movement St rategy Main Report, thirty-six percent of people be lieve that 

the introduction of park and ride services would likely improve the parking problem in 

Merton (AMS 1991). The areas chosen for park and ride services are general , and 

specific sites would requ ire further investigat ion. Some potential problems with the park 
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and ride service are that there is no guarantee that they will be utiliz"d. and they may 

promote car usage. 

Our project team believes thai in order to try and convince private transport users 

to change to public transportation, there needs to be an intermediate solution, which 

allows people to slowly begin to use the buses. Surveys and a focus group have shown 

that the people wil l not just sell their cars and change to public transportation. Our 

proposed park and ride service would be an intermediate step allowing people to slowly 

switch 10 public transportation. The park and ride services will also reduce the number of 

cars parked on roads, decreasing congestion related delays for buses. One way in which 

park and ride services can look more enticing is to offer reduced fares to those who use 

them within the borough. Additionally, making movement harder fur pri vate 

transportation through reduced parking and road space within the bNough will further 

encourage park and ride services. Our case studies show that in Nev.' Jersey there has 

been a steady increase in ridership partly due to the use of park and ride services in 

conjunction with other public transportation. 

The three areas, we believe, park and ride services would be most effective were 

ident ified. The first area was at the intersect ion of the Kingston By·Pass and Bushey 

Road, located at 01 and EL This area wi ll be called Park and Ride L The reasons for 

this choice as a site are that the Kingston By-Pass is a major artery for commuters into 

the borough. Additionally, it is located on the outskirts orthe western part or the borough. 

Ifpeople were to ut ilize the facil ity, it would greatly reduce the number o f cars and 

potentially the congest ion within the borough. 
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Another area where park and ride services could be beneficial is at the 

intersection of London Road, and Finborough Road , located at B6 and C6, which will be 

called park and ride 2. This area was chosen due to its locat ion at the northern outskirts 

of the borough near Tooting. Travelers utilizing the park and ride services, would leave 

thei r cars at the car park, and would be ab le to use either a regular bus or an express bus 

to get to Mitcham town centre, Sutton town centre, or to the Croydon Tramlink. 

The th ird area where park and ride services could be beneficial is at the 

intersect ion between Carshalton Road and the outer edge of the borough, located at F6. 

This location will be called park and ride 3. This area was chosen due to its location at 

the outskirts of the borough, as well as its location near the Croydon Tramlink. This 

service will allow people to park their cars and use the Tramlink to travel throughout the 

borough. This would address one of the concerns identified in an imerview with a 

transportation official from the London Borough of Merton, which was that people would 

park around the tram and cause major congestion in those areas. The park and ride 

service in th is area would allow people to park and use the tram, without causing parking 

congestion on nearby roads. 

6.6 Restricted Travel 

In order to increase the efficiency of the buses in a congested area , another 

method would be to use specific traffic calming measures. One recommendation, in 

particular, is to allow only residents and buses access to travel on certain roads. All other 

traffic would have to find alternate routes, which would decrease congestion for the 

buses. This restricted access would be enforced with signs, and resident stickers for 

cars. A form of restricted access lanes is currently in use in Oxford city centre , where 
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there is a phys ical barrier in the road. Buses and taxis are equipped with a signal , which 

lowered the barrier so that the vehicles could pass. This led to less congestion in that 

area. One possible area for this idea is at the intersection of Grand Drive and Bushey 

Road, leading north on Bushey Road into Kingston Road. This area will be called 

restricted access lane I. 

This route has been identified by the Alternate Movement Strategy as a route with 

delays due to the vari ation of the standard of the highway. Our teanl recommended thi s 

route, since there are delays, and the other traffic would have multip:e options for 

alternate routes. The implementat ion of this scheme would also increase the effi ciency o f 

the route from our recommended park and ride se rvice at the junct ion of Bushey Road 

and the Kingston By-Pass, thereby further promoting the park and ride service. 

Tab le 6.1 Proposed Changes 

Changes Location of Change Reasons for Change 

--

Route I Express route n Ulling from Sutton or Express route will connect 
Cheam north through Morden town malar town centres and 

centre to Wimbledon town centre and locations of other fo rms of 
north out of the Borough. public transport. Allows 

quicker travel on frequen tly 
traveled roads. 
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Route 2 Express route running from Sutton Express route will connect 
nOl1h through Mitcham town centre, majo r town centres to each 

and north to Tooting. other, and lead north to the 
Underground Station in 

Tooling. Allows quicker 
service which, could promote 

park and ride Services. 

Addition I Route into B4 and B5 , in the This additional service would 
Wimbledon Park area beginning at increase access ibility fo r 

Wimbledon lawn centre. residents, and for the retail area 
in this area. An Underground 
Station is located here, as well 

as two schools. 

Addition 2 Route into G3 to Tudor Drive from A (oute into this area is 
Mordcn town centrc. Would operate nc:(.~essary since this is an 

at Peak Hours. industrial area with no 
accessible service. 

I 

Addi tion 3 Route into F7 in the area near Wandie A route into thi s area is 
Way from the Croydon Tramlink. necessary since this is an 

Would operate at Peak Hours. industrial area with no 
accessible service. 

Addition 4 Route into 04 and E4 located near A route into th is area is 
Merton Park from Morden town necessary since this is a 

centre. Buses would operate all day , resident ial area with poor 
possibly on alternating routes. access ibility. 

Modification I Route 200. This route would become This modifi cation would 
an alternati ng route. The first rotlte provid.~ service to a residential 
would add service no rth into B5, and industrial area with poor 
located at Weir Ci rcle, and then acce~sibi li ty. The alternating 
continue as scheduled, while the service will make the routes 
second route would run west on shorter, so that people can get 

Coombe Lane and run on Corpse Hill to their desti nations faster. 
to Ridgeway where it would continue 

as scheduled. 
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Modification 2 Route 118. This route would run as This route would be changed 
scheduled. Instead ofnmni ng on since- there is current ly a park 

Commonside East, it would run on on one side of Commonside 
Tamworth Lane, and cont inue as East. while the area north of 

scheduled. Tamworth has poor 
accessibility. 

Park and Ride I Thi s park and ride service would be This park and ride service 
located at 02, near the Kingston By· would provide an area for cars 
Pass. Recommended in conjunct ion to park and use bus se rvice 

with a red route. throughout the borough. 
Efficient bus service into 
Wimbledon, and reduced fares 
will entice people to use the 
services. 

Park and Ride 2 This park and ride service would be This park and ride service 
located at C7, at the border of Merton would provide an area where 

and Tooting. commuters from Tooting can 
park their cars, and use the bus 

to get into the borough. 
Rider .. hip data has shown that 
there is a large commute from 

Tooting. 

I 

Park and Ride 3 This park and ride service is located This park and ride service 
at F7, at the border of Merton and would prov ide an area for 

Sutton. This is located near an commuters from Sutton to park 
industria l area. on the ir way into the borough. 

Jt is located near an industrial 
area, and the Croydon 

Tramlink. 
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Restricted Access 
Lane I 

6.7 Phasing 

Bushey Road, beginning at Grand 
Drive, and temlinating at Kingston 

Road. 

The restricted lane would al low 
quicker service from the 
Kingston By-Pass into 

Wimbledon town centre, 
further promoting the park and 

ride services, since this road 
has been identified as a 

congested area. 

The recommendat ions that our project team proposed, suggested many changes to 

the bus network in the London Borough of Merton. Consequent ly, these ideas calUlot all 

be implemented at the same time, and they must be planned in phases. Our 

recommendation is divided into four phases, which will span approximately ten years. A 

table oflhe phases is on page 99. 

6.71 Phase 1 

The first phase of changes will involve the mod ifications of the routes 200, and 

118, which are curren tl y in service. The modificat ions of these roules do not require 

extensi ve construction, additional plaruling, or large amounts of functin g, therefore they 

should be considered first. These changes, though, would requi re infomlation to be made 

available to the passengers so they can plan their journeys acco rd ingly. 

Phase I would also begin the research On exact si les fo r park and ride facili ti es. It 

is necessary to determine these locations and begin planning so the park and ride facilities 

can be constructed as soon as possib le. The early construction of the park and ride 

facilities, combined with increased parking fares in town centres, will get car users out of 

their cars and on the buses sooner. 
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Exact roads for the express routes will also be determined ul ri ng thi s phase, and 

any alteration to the roads must be plalUled. The ideal roads must be examined for space 

constrai nts, and any problem areas must be addressed. Routes must also be plaMed into 

industrial and residential areas. 

6.72 Phase 2 

Once phase 1 was complete, phase 2 would begin. Phase 2 wo uld involve the 

construction of park and ride facilities at the determined locations, and the int roduct ion of 

the restricted lane on Bushey Road , which would onl y allow access to buses and 

residents. 

Plalming of the express routes would continue, and the exact stops and 

frequencies wou ld be determined. This would require the use of origin and destination 

studies. The additional routes into the industrial areas and residential areas would also be 

added. 

6.73 Phase 3 

Phase 3 would begin with the opening and promotion of park and ride serv ices. 

The promot ion of the park and ride services would involve an increase in parking prices, 

so that it would be cheaper to use these facil ities than parking in the town centres. Bus 

priority measures would also be installed on the express routes, and the express routes 

would begin service. 

6.74 Ph ase 4 

Once all of our recommendations are in place, the final phase would be to 

purchase new enviromnentally friendly buses. These environmentally friendly buses 

would decrease the emissions produced from the addit ional buses. 
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Table 6.2 Phasing 

Phase Changt:s 

Phase I Modification of Routes 118 and 200. 
Locate exact park and ride faci lities. 
Determine exact roads for express routes. 
Determine routes into industrial and 
residential areas. 

Phase 2 Construction of park and ride facilit ies. 
Begin restricted road. 
Detennine locations and frequencies of 
stops for express routes. 
Add routes into indust rial and residential 
areas. 

, - I 

Phase 3 Begin opening and promot ion of park and 
ride services. 
Bus priority measures installed on 
express routes. I 
Begin express routes. 

Phase 4 Purchase envirorunenlally friend ly buses. 
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7.0 Conclusions 

The goal of our project was (0 recommend improvements to the bus network in 

Merton based on our research of existing bus networks, demographics , and interviews. 

We feel that our recommendations should make the Merton bus network a more viab le 

option for individuals to use for da ily travel. OUT proposal highlighted areas in Merton 

where we feel that bus services are Jacking, as well as measures that can be implemented 

to address some of the problems associated with Merton's bus services. 

Costs are always an issue when reconunending improvements, but we fee l many 

of OUT suggestions wiJl pay fo r themselves. In areas where bus priority measures, such as 

red routes and bus priority lanes have been implemented , London Transport has seen a 

drastic decrease in travel times, and increase in service frequency. Two examples of thi s 

are bus route 220, and the area of Shepherd's Bush. 

Bus route 220, which runs from northwest London to southwest London has 

shown a 15-16 percent increase in service frequency because of the implementat ion of 

bus pr iority measures. Ridership on that route has increased by 21 percent because of the 

increase in bus frequency. Attitude surveys in the areas have also shown that 2 percent of 

passengers on services where this bus runs were more likely to use the bus, when 

compared to last year. Five percent of individuals were also less likely to stop us ing the 

bus. These results are a representative example of what can happen as a result of 

implementing some of our suggest ions. 

Areas in London such as Shepherd 's Bush where similar bus priority measures 

were implemented have seen bus journey times reduced by 27-48 percent du ring 

weekday peak hours and a 33-49 percent reduction during Saturday peak periods. 
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Shepherd's Bush also illustrates how bus priority measures, in the end, pay for 

themselves. Implementat ion of the schemes at Shepherd's Bush cost £326,000, but the 

schemes save £400,000 a year. This saving is a result of 100,000 person-hour savings per 

year of the employees (Bus Advance Areas, 1996). These person hour savings result in 

reduced maintenance time and cost from the reduced wear and tear on the vehicles. This 

is not to say that all of our recommendations will have results on the- same level as 

Shepherd's Bush, but studies have shown that the implementation of bus prio rity in most 

areas have been beneficial to buses. By themselves, many of our recommendations could 

be implemented wi thin a year, and the resultant benefi cial effects would be real ized 

quickly. The phasing section of our paper proposes a time scheme for implementation of 

many of our proposals. Due to policies in place at London Transport, an accurate cost 

estimate fo r our recommendations could not be obtained. 

Some possible implementation schemes on our proposed addit ions would include 

the extension of existing routes, possible using an altemating pattern. Another poss ibility 

would be the use of an entirely new route to serve these add itional areas. Finally the use 

of a shutt le route could be used to the industrial areas to provide service since there 

would be little demand during off peak hours. 

Our recommendat ions to the bus network in Merton could provide a reduction in 

the amount o f private vehicle traffic on the roads in Merton. The installation of express 

routes for all of London would cause a ten-percent increase in bus use, therefore a ten 

percent increase could a lso be seen in Merton following the insta ll ation of our 

recommended express routes. Through our interviews with transportation officials and 

engineers, we learned that our team would not be able to determine the amount of traffic 
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reduct ion that our recommendations would cause. This is due to the fact that there is no 

way to determine whether or not our additional routes will be utilized, or who will be 

using the park and ride facilities. Ideally, the park and ride services will be used by 

commuters into the borough, but they could also be used by commuters who dri ve 

through the borough to get on an Underground train. Origin and dest ination studies of 

car users would need to be conducted to determine the palentiallraffic decreases due to 

the park and ride facil it ies. 

When we recommended changes to the bus network, we tried to stay within the 

goals of our project. Our data showed that there were many problem with bus service 

that should be addressed. Since we did not feel our recommendation could adequately 

address many of these problems, we recommended more research be done in those areas. 

These areas include the lack of information provided at bus stops and envirolUnentally 

unfriendly buses. The Countdown System is one way in which passengers can obtain 

real time information concerning when the bus will arrive. The Countdown System is a 

device that provides actual tim ing of buses on a digitized screen. An example of the 

Countdown System is seen on the London Underground. Cleaner buses with friendl ier 

drivers would also improve the overall pe rception of the buses. 
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Sileell 

St Hellers Avenue 
Route Average Occupancy Frequency Tolal Tnps Total Passengers Buses Per Hour Passengers Per Hour 

157 1710mln 66 858 

'" 13 1001ln ' 6 91 18 Buses Per Hour 

'20 7 30mln 66 1122 230 People Per Hour 
80 91S01ln 4' 396 

London Road (North of Mitcham) 
Route Averaqe Occupanc~ Frequency Tolal Trips Total Passengers Buses Per Hour Passenqers Per Hour 

26' .. lDmln 66 11 88 

270 16 lDm ln 66 1056 23 Buses Per Hour 
280 13 1001111 66 858 342 People Per Hour 
355 12 1201ln 55 660 I 

Kingston Road 
Route Averaqe Occupancy Frequency Total Tops Tolal Passenqers Buses Per HOllf Passenqers Per Hour 

152 16 15mln " 4'0 I 
103 9 101ll1n 66 59' 12 Buses Per Hour 

"0 7 3Dlmn 13 91 90 Peop le Per Hour 

London Road connecting 10 Epsom Road 
Route Average Occupancy Frequency Total Trips Total Passengers Buses Per Hour I Passengers Pel Hour 

80 91Smln " 396 
93 15 80lln 8205 1237 5 19.5 Buses Per Hour 

'" 17 lDOlIn 66 1122 272 .5 People Per Hour 
293 II 30mln 22 '" 

Bishopsford Road connecting to London Road 
Route Averaqe Occupancy Frequency Total Trips Total Passengers Buses Per Hour Passenqers Per Hour 

11 7 16 1201111 55 880 

280 13 10mll1 66 858 118uses Per Hour 
N4' 4 6Drmn 6 24 158 People Per Hour 
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- ---
No Car 
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( I Hill Ward 
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Sheet4 

1 I 1 1 IMerton Park Ward 1 1 1 1 
Gender 0-4 5-9 10 -- 14 15 24 25 34 35 44 45 -- 54 55 -- 64 65 - 74 75 - 84 85 + 
Male 239 34 1 260 439 716 650 513 394 308 156 49 
Female 238 192 241 595 698 - 690 528 417 373 324 135 

, , , I I I 1 I 1 , ! , 
' Total IMaie IFemale 

, , , 
:: People economIcally active I 41901 23401 18501 

, , 
I 27301 8201 19101 

- -- -
;; People economIcally mactlve , , , , I , , , , , , 

I 1 INa Car I I • , i ! I , 
Ail Households 966 I 1 1 , I 

, 
I , 

Households with Children 87 1 1 ! 1 1 1 I 

I I 1 I I PhiPPS Bridge Ward I I I I 
Gender 0-4 5 -- 9 10 ·- 14 15 -- 24 25 --34 35 44 45 - 54 55 - 64 65 ··74 75 -- 84 85 + 

Male 421 338 275 655 988 704 474 453 36 1 221 43 

Female 448 364 292 743 1056 695 459 476 479 366 133 
, I 1 I I 

i I ITota l iMale IFemale 

;;. P';;Ople ec::mor.1lcail , aC:lve I 52701 2%01 22801 
---

--
:; People economIcally inactIve I 28401 750 1 20so1 -

No Car 

All Hcus~ro!d s 1 185.<1 -
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Gender 0 -4 5 -- 9 10 .- 14 15 .- 24 25 --34 35 -- <:4 45 .- 54 55 .- 64 65 ·- 74 75 -- 8t. 85 -
Male 440 340 29 1 658 680 557 450 406 246 144 22 
Female 434 327 229 652 790 553 489 396 328 253 73 

I 
, 

Tota l Male Female 

'# People ~conomlcally actIVe I 4150 1 2330 1 18201 
:: People economically Inactive I 22701 5301 1740 1 --------

No Car 

All Households 1 1083 
Households with Children 336 -- -

Ravensbury Ward 

G~nder 0- 4 5 -- 9 10 .- 14 15 ··24 25 --34 35 -- 44 .5 -- 5. 55 .- 64 65·- 74 i5 -- 84 85 -
Male 276 270 204 509 6472 485 431 491 445 22 3 38 
Fe Tla le 250 204 176 51 6 632 49 1 4:3 544 531 377 1" --
- - -- - - --

Total Male Female - - -- --
;; P~oP le economICally aC:lve 39401 2330 16 101 ---
;; People economica lly maC:lve 29801 960 2020 1 -- - -

----- --
No Car 

All Households I I 13651 -
Households With Children 1 84 1 , . 
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, 1 ; 1 JRaynes Park Ward 1 1 I 1 
Gender 0-4 5 9 10 14 15 -- 24 25 34 35 44 45 54 55 -- 64 65 - 74 75 - 84 85 + 
Male 329 272 228 619 750 685 563 387 360 226 39 
Female 303 260 695 797 759 759 580 446 502 423 ' 86 

, , , , , I i 
ITota l :Male :Female , , 

;:. People economically ac tive 4990 28 10 2' 801 , 
-

;;: People economically inaC,lve 3330 11001 2160 , , 
, , , • . , iNo Car , , , , , 

All Households I I 11 341 I I , , 
Households with Child ren 1 971 I 1 1 I , 1 1 , 

, , , iSL Helier Ward I I 1 
Gender 0 -4 5 -- 9 10--14 15 - 24 25 -·34 35 _.44 45 -- 54 55 -- 64 65 -- 74 75 -- 84 85 + 

Male 236 264 178 446 587 502 4 11 466 480 234 37 
Female 2'9 21 3 '85 39' 6 16 484 433 552 584 43 ' '72 

I 

,Total 'Male Female 
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-
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Sheet6 

I I I I IWest Barnes Ward I I I I 
Gender 0-4 5 9 10 14 15 -- 24 25 34 35 44 45 54 55 64 65 - 74 75 -- 84 85 + 
Male 313 2910 264 637 766 . 721 489 409 352 181 34 
Female 301 270 255 583 756 741 502 466 418 328 134 

I , , , I , I 
, , i I , , ITotal IMaie !Female , ! I I 
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Existing Bus Network 
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.- -. ~ -- ....... 

BUS ROUTES IN THE LONDON BOROCGH Of MERTON 

RO UTE 1\0. TERMINAL POINTS 

57 Streatham Hill - Kingston 

60 South Croydon garage - Clapham Common 

80 BansteadIBelmo nl - Morden Station 

93 North Cbeam - Putney Bridge Station 

118 Morden station - Streatham Hill BrixtoD Station 

127 Tooting Broadway - Purley Cross 

131 Wimbledon Station - West Molesey - Weybridge 

New Ma lde n - Pollards H ill 

154 Morden Station - West CroydoD 

155 Wimbledon Station - Stockwell 

156 Wimbledon Station - Clapham Junction 

157 Morden Sta tion - Crystal Palace 

163 Morden Station - Wimbledon Station 

164 Sutton Station - Wimbledon Station 

200 Raynes Park - Srreatham Hill 

219 Collier's Wood - Battersea 

264 Tooting Broadway - South Croydon Garage 

265 Tolworth - Putney Bridge Station 

270 Mitcham. "Cricketers" - Purney Bridge Statioo 

:so Tooting , St. George's Hospitai - Belmo nt Station 

293 Merton Abbey - Epsom 



355 Mitcham, "Cricketers" - Elephant and Castle 

393 Hackbridge - Morden Starion 

413 Lower Morden - Belmont Station 

420 Raynes Park - Horley 

4~~ Raynes Park - Redhill 
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PubliC Transportation Interv iew 

Instructions: Please take a few minutes 10 co mplete th is survey . I\brk on the line pro,,-ided the 
appropiale answer(s) to each question . Please feel free: to elaborate on any question because you r 
opinions are essential to suggesting impro vements to the Me rton bus nC["\\lork, The resuhs o f this sur.·e~ 

'o'o ill be ava ilabl e from the London Borough o f Merton Ci'o·ic Centre in approxi ametelj 5 \'o eeks. 

QI: On a d;Iily basis, wh :lI is ~ OUl" pl"im:t~· mode of tr3nsport3tion':' 
Pri'oalc car Bus .. 

Tube 

Other Wa lking 
(p lr!ase elaborate) 

Q~: \\"h:::Jt key factor(s) do~·ou take into accou nt \\h en deciding on th e form o ftran spo rt :l!if)n 
marked in QI ':' 

( .. hI 

Othe" 
(plt!Cls.! .!It/bora!!! } 

Q3: Csing th e modeo ftr:.lnspo rtation m:lrked in QI. \\ h"Jt "Jre ~· our prinJ"Jry des tin:ltions ':' 
Sh0 pping Rl.!cieJ.ti ()n 

Olhe': 
Iplo!~1So! ",Ie/bori/'.! } 

Q4: \\ h;lt hours do ~·ou 

0600·1000 
most ufte n U!ie the mode of tl":.ln sport:::Jtiun m:lrked in QI'.' 

I SOO-::OO 

::00·0: 00 

0:00·0601) 



· ; 

Q5: H ow relbblc do you think Merto n's bus services' are? 
Good 

Ave rage 

Poor 

Q6: How accessible do you th'ink ;\-I ert on's busservices' :tre? 
Very accessi ble 

Adequate!) accessible 

P"crl~ nccessible 

Q-: What do you think are th e m;Jjor pro bJem(s) \\1111 ~Ieno n' s btl :"> netnQrk'? 
. .l" ,;c ,: sjibdlt~ L:lCK of inf0r.i1.::lti0n 

COS! Spc: c:d of T r:1\ el 

Other 
fp /.:u;)t! ,d,IOIJr.lIotl 

QS: W o ulrJ ~ou be willing to pay an incrc;Jseu fare for berter bus se n ic c'? 
Y.:s 

;'; 0 

Iplt!tlJ.:! duhorafl!} 

Your comments :Ire apprct.:i:Hcd. Thank you for your tim e. 

ex R.J. lph S<igc:r" s raull t 

En\ ironme ntJ! Sc:n. ict!s 
London Borough 0f \.k non 
~ 1 ': l1on Ci\ Ie Cent re 
L0ndon R()J.J. 
'\l ord.:n. SUITe~. 
5;-"145DX 
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Pnvate Transportat ion Interview 

Instructions: Please take a few minutes to complete this survey. Ma r k on the line prov id ed 
th e appropiale answer(s) to each question . P.l ease feel free 10 elaborate on any question 
becJuse your opi nions are essent i<!.l to suggestin~ improvements 10 th~ :-"I erton bus nel'Aork. T~C' 

results of thi s survey will be availabk from the London Borough of Merton Ci\ ic Centre in 
appro:..: iametely 5 \~ eeks. 

Ql : On a dlily b:lsis, wb :l.t is your primar): .mode o f tr:ln sportati on: 
Pr iva te Car Bus 

Bicycle Wa lking 

Othl!r Tube 
(please l!iabor al lt) 

Q2 : What key factor(s) do you take into ac co unt wh en decid ing on the form of 
t r:lnspor lation marked in Q I: 

Accessibih~ 5.1I-;!~> 

Comfort 

Cost 

Otho!r 
(p{<!(IS ..! cluhvratc!,1 

QJ: Csing the mode or tr:ln s port m:lrked in Q I. \\ hat :lrc ~'our prin1:lry do!stin:lt ions: 
Ro!crc:.lIion Shopping 

5..:hool Wvrh. 

OthC'r 
Iplo.!!ls<! <!/uhorul<!1 

Q4: \\ tt:lt ttours do ~ o u most orten use th e mode o f transpOrtal io n m:lrked in QI '? 
0600-1000 1800-::00> 

1000- IJOO ::00-0:00 

1JOO·1 800 0:00-0600 



.. 

Q5: What improvcmcnt(s) sho uld be made to the bus se rvi ce in Merion to 
incrc3sc ridership? 

Acce ssib ility Rel iability 

Comfort Speed of Travel_ 

Cost Safety 

O ther 
(please e/uborau) • 

Q6: If rQau space fo r pri\'3tc \"Chicles W:lS reduced, and bus priorit), measu res 
introd uced, \' Quld you be m on.· li kely to use th e bus in s lc;J d orthe mode o f transpo rt 
marked in Q I ~ 
y;;!S 

1\0 
(p/t!as~ e!/abvro!r!} 

Your commentS ;lrC appreci:lIctl. Th :.mk ~·o u fu r ~ o ur riml'. 

e:-.: Rolph Seiger's room 
En\ irorun~ntJI SCr\'ices 
Londun Borough of ~Ierton 
\lat0 n Civic Ct:ntr~ 
Londun Road. 
\!ordo::n. SUITt!}. 

S ~14 5DX 


